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Mila 
Haugová 1942

One of the foremost figures in contemporary 
Slovak poetry. She made her debut in 1980 with 
the collection Hrdzavá hlina (Rusty Clay). More 
than thirty of her books have appeared since 
then, predominantly poetry. Her most important 
collections include Alfa Centauri (1997), Archívy 
tela (Archives of the Body, 2004) and Pomalá 
lukostrelkyňa (The Languid Archer, 2010). She 
has been editor of the literary journal Romboid. 
The dominant thematic line of Haugova’s poetry 
is woman – man relationships. The dominant 
images are sacralised images of the human body, 
of corporality. Her debut volume already featured 
one of the key motifs of her work: erotic love. Mila 
Haugová’s poems are expressed in the language of 
stars, and also plants. She does not take the whole 
world on her shoulders, but she enthusiastically 
cultivates her living space. Because, in her own 
words, writing for her is like breathing. •
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Mila 
Haugová 
canti…
amore
Extract translated by John Minahane •

Her latest collection is divided into three parts (time 
returns again into its shell, souls are mercilessly 
cleansed, close together we shelter well). One 
of the book’s main thematic pillars is personal 
memory, which involves remembrances of meeting, 
experiences replete with characters from the family 
circle. And yet the momentary knowledge, everyday 
instants and elementary joys create a mosaic which 
moves towards a higher essence. The garden, as the 
dominant topos of the collection, evokes feelings 
of loneliness in the lyrical heroine, but also gives 
her an opportunity to reflect on eternal questions.
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5 Mila Haugová canti…amore

grammar: translation
a way a lone a last a loved a long the
and through us the river will pass and the current will bear us
to waking and forgetting and the draughts of morning
and you sleep with a beloved being and you’ll awaken
and he’s with you no longer and you’re surprised and you ask
and why why why and the river runs and time drags you
and your childish misty dreams and alone and on the brink
and what you don’t yet know will not protect you
and you are and you dream and dreams are a daily dreaming…
 riverrun past…

(à Krzysztof B., translator of Finnegans Wake)

* * *

grammar of the body: lingual bone
the little lake in the throat of the man speaks
and he walks beside me intangible
because only for an instant at the edge of hesitation
do our two warm bodies come near I see the vein
pulsing on the temple the firm eyelashes
the border between hair and nape twilight slowly
slides into the limousine purring of the foreign
city that has received us Shakespeare sounds
through his voice: “I have almost forgot the taste
of fear…” and indeed beside him

at least a little while I am not afraid (Budapest, October 6, 2014)

* * *

Plant Diaries XXII 

For dessert I cut some figs (Ficus carica, Linné)
into little thin slices, a pity they cannot be pressed 
they look like tender vaginas: delicate pink threads on a
yellowgreen background. before my window miracle-like
5 fragile cyclamens are in bloom (Cyclamen hederifolium,
Linné var. autumnale) a pity to pull and press them
and dry them for the herbarium: they have staunchly survived
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repeated scythe-massacres on the lawn of the literary museum:
in the three windows (of my temporary home) a face appears
ringed by light, unknown pedestrians, there they lay down keys
for me… post… messages… to messages… with the window
human beings took a step out from themselves… you ask me where
were you all day? I saw you had your window closed… I was…
on October 22 all had become just a slow motion film

I don’t remember it but I was

* * *

map: the fox
shines in the dark paws
entangled in the long dry
grass stalks amber eyes
foxface intimately known from atlases
slow motion shot the slender body
is finally at ease in a dusky den
he pursues: he is pursued 
the crest of the hill glows blue and green:
his bark dry and short a gunshot:

… where now he sleeps…

* * *

grammar: complex sentence
all that is between us now will (one day) be nothing
(platinum hammer) the nothing that will be all
that was between us…
(anvil)

reconstruction of the Argonaut ship: a white night
butterfly on a white wall
as if the Milky Way (alone)
was what can still be embraced
in the resonance of two voices: eternity
endures
in one: consummate time

consummate body

6 Mila Haugová canti…amore
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and

(stirrup bone)

then pure indivisibility

* * *

grammar: disappearing: white lilywomen: grandmother
 mother light carved by the shadow of light: the buried
 northsouthern: it doesn’t cease to act: that it may be certain
 they’ll reach 
the other side
(What are you thinking, I don’t want to die yet, said the woman of 96.)
pre-monition: pre-sage to sit on the white bench which
my ever-different hands are clutching: mother: daughter: mother:
the hand meticulously guards what it recognised: in hidden 
mystery in painful abiding: delivers: something that 
passes beyond: something which contains a fidelity to beauty 
that we take for granted: white benches white lilywomen: photo: light
of a long extinguished time: fidelity to repeated forms:
Mama’s hands in white gloves: grandmother Alžbeta’s 
white embroidered lace:

tremendum:

death will not cover nakedness

but only veil

* * *

monad 3: I measure my time by the letters I write:
no one is here: the house at summer’s end empty: all whom I love
have gone away: in the grass white benches: buckets:
sandals: red pencil windows and doors shut:
daughter’s colourful dress on a line: a pungent scent of basil
marjoram sage and bundles of plantain are drying:
all that is lacking is tobacco as in the garden of Janko Kráľ 
and fawns which I would caress to my “heart’s delight”: and a hand 
with a slender palm: the asbestos threads of August stretched

7 Mila Haugová canti…amore
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to September: white drawings and sketches of an Arabic
granddaughter: all of us & the horses cats dogs unknown birds
a jaguar with a red bow: flowers ants left-handedly:
mirroringly
(she too like me is alone for everything in the heart)
I’ve been writing and doing almost the same thing from childhood:
I love and I don’t understand: the details are ever more cruel: may
she not know that

(à Aimeé, July 19, 2015, Zajačia dolina)

* * *
amore:
in dusk the child comes to me through the dark
garden opens the door places her head
on my knees grips the nightdress
with her hands (I feel her peacefully breathing)
then without a word turns and returns
through the same dark to her Mama (my daughter)
all of this takes only as long as my
utterly wearied heart to return to its
pulse one two one two while the little gazelle
falls asleep in her safe lair
little wild creature

(à granddaughter Sašenka, August 24, 2015 at 20:20) 

* * *

monad1: I wish I could wish without wishing:
in un – inter – rupted writing an unconscious loathing
for writing (it tears me away from wishing): bodies of women
between two desires: girl disappears forever
in woman: light of childhood preserves its glow: for the first time
she pulls on transparent tights: sits on a bicycle:
he sees her: a little while: in the garden there’s still the stone
that she used to sit on later: then fourteen years old
she wished the same: now she writes to know what’s going on
with her and the world: which now

is falling deep under her feet

8 Mila Haugová canti…amore
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* * *

Plant Diaries XXVI

peace radiates from words and something real from you movements 
are like light piercing through water: Diamond fracture 
A photograph renders a likeness not just content but composition
I said I was once more going to read those
few philosophers that I love
I began with Pascal: I have him in German it is
harder for me and he is a writer I sometimes understand he’s like
a sunbeam: and suddenly all’s clouded over even when read
several times…
But sentences like these nourish me inwardly (and help
to forget bad dreams I’ve had two in recent times)
Since it’s certain we will not be in it (life) for long
and uncertain whether we’ll still have our hour in it – this
final condition is our own… 
Or to seek one’s share of a happiness that will last… or: that
life itself is what is at stake he writes this about the year 1656…
his Rechnungsmaschine

became the basis for the idea of the computer…

• Published by 
Artforum,  
Bratislava, 2016
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Jozef Žarnay entered literature in 1973 with 
Tajomstvo dračej steny (The Mystery of the 
Dragon’s Wall), a fantasy book for children, 
which he successfully followed up with Prekliata 
planéta (Accursed Planet, 1977) and Kolumbovia 
zo základne Ganymedes (Columbos from the 
Ganymede Base, 1983). Several generations of 
readers grew up on his stories. For them, this 
writer’s name represents a first step not merely 
into the sci-fi genre but into literature itself. 
Apart from his fiction writing, Jozef Žarnay also 
engages in the historiography of science fiction. •

Jozef  
Žarnay 1944
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Jozef  
Žarnay 1944
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Jozef Žarnay 
Cosmic 
Cases
Extract translated by Heather Trebatická •

Time travel, mysterious mass murders, the 
passage between different dimensions, or 
steampunk hiking on Kriváň… A collection 
of texts published in journals, in the style of 
action sci-fi or the classical detective story of 
the 1970s and ’80s, conveying a reliable image 
of the scope of Slovak genre literature. 
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13 Jozef Žarnay Cosmic Cases

Kriváň

It’s a mistake to think we don’t move in our sleep. Our Earth rotates 
around its own axis, while simultaneously revolving around the sun, 
which at the same time moves with the galaxy, and the whole Milky Way 
hurtles through space. Quite understandably, with so many kinds of 
movement, once in a couple of millennia it can happen that some spot on 
our planet intersects the path of a gravitational bubble. Although these 
exceptional hyperspatial phenomena are usually of minute proportions, 
an encounter with them can produce unforeseen results…

* * *

Something was wrong. I was woken up by a strange sound like the 
bursting of a balloon and I felt as if a hoop was being tightened around my 
forehead. A second later my whole body seemed to turn itself inside out. 
I couldn’t move a single muscle, but then suddenly all this disappeared 
again.

I struggled to open my eyes. Above me I saw the last lanterns of the 
stars twinkling between the torn clouds. It was clearly hardly daybreak, 
so I turned over on my other side to continue dozing, but then I heard 
Ondrej whisper:

“Michal!”
I froze and pretended to snore.
“Mišo! Didn’t you hear anything in the night?”
There was a sense of urgency in his voice, so I gave up.
“What are you on about? What is there to hear at night on Kriváň?”
“I don’t know. But while we were asleep someone built a tower here!”
I lifted my head with some pretty rude words on the tip of my tongue, 

but at that moment it was as if I’d been touched by the icy cold hand 
of the Unknown. Very little could be seen, but the summit was only 
a stone’s throw away and it was there that something highly unlikely had 
appeared. I rubbed my eyes, but nevertheless I saw the same thing – with 
an ice axe in his hand my companion was standing at the outer post of 
a construction that had not been there previously and he hit it hard. 
A metallic sound rang out.

“What the…?”
I shot out of my sleeping bag and stared at the construction rising 

from the very summit. In appearance it reminded me of a lighthouse and 
this impression was heightened by the massive transparent cover with 
an opening at the top. At first glance it looked like a gigantic lamp and 
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as the dawn was already beginning to win over the darkness I could also 
easily make out the font of the oil lamp. The wick rose from the surface, 
ending near a huge parabolic mirror. It seemed that the upper part of 
the construction could rotate, otherwise the light, shining continuously 
in the same direction, would make no sense. But – what was the point of 
a lighthouse here, at a height of 2494 metres? I rubbed my eyes again and 
looked at Ondrej. He had put down the axe and was pressing his palms to 
the sides of his head.

“Can you see what I see?”
“I certainly can.”
“Then we’re both bonkers! Imagine – you can feel the heat coming off 

it!”
“D’you mean to say it was shining in the night?”
“Seems so. Otherwise, why would they have put it up here?”
“But what’s the use of having a lighthouse here? The nearest boats are 

somewhere on the Liptovská Mara reservoir! It’s absolutely idiotic!”
“Will it help if I admit I agree with you? What I don’t get is how we 

could have been so deaf while they were building this next to us. After all, 
I’m quite sure that when we climbed up here yesterday evening there was 
nothing but rocks. Hey, could it be some kind of hypnotic suggestion?”

Following the same instinct, we both hurried over to the eastern edge 
of the peak and looked ahead. I was comforted a little to discover that here 
at least everything was as before. Although as a result of the temperature 
inversion the landscape beneath us was still hidden under a layer of 
cotton wool, in the growing light the peaks of the smallest high mountain 
range in Europe were rising above the cloud cover in all their glory. 
This time what interested us was not the view of the sharp ridges, deep 
ravines, large stretches of dwarf pines or broad scree slopes of weathered 
granite – that we had seen many a time – but we slowly turned to face the 
other side, because there too was something that certainly didn’t belong 
on the peaks. Only a couple of metres below the construction was a flat 
area about the size of a volleyball court; it was built out of cut stone held 
together with a kind of mixture of mortar and tar. Sticking out of the 
platform were four hook-like protrusions, the purpose of which we could 
not make out.

We exchanged no more than a glance and pounced on our things 
to begin packing them up. Ondrej completely forgot his proverbial 
thoroughness with regard to assembling his gear and like me threw things 
higgledy-piggledy into his rucksack. I rolled up my sleeping bag, tied the 
cooking pot to it and snatched up the pick lying next to a barrel smelling 
of paraffin. Completely ignoring the absurd construction and the adjacent 
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platform, we began our descent by the usual hiking trail. We strode along 
much faster than usual. At this height the mist had not yet cleared to any 
extent and only occasionally was it set swirling by a gust of wind. Ondrej 
suddenly stopped in his tracks. 

“I’m going crazy again. You know what? It seems to me…”
“It doesn’t seem! It’s a fact! The path is narrower than it used to be! 

How did they haul all that junk up there?”
We slowed down, because in places the little path was so narrow that 

it looked more like a track made by wild animals. I was struck by the 
fact that we hadn’t yet met anyone; at this time of day there were always 
a couple of fanatics who had begun the ascent in the night. However, it 
was not only these early birds that were missing; we both realised at the 
same time that there was something else as well.

“Mišo,” Ondrej said in a hushed voice. “Here… surely there should be 
an information board here. This should be where a path turns off through 
a gully to the Three Springs!”

“And where are the trail markers? There haven’t been any – we’re just 
walking from memory!”

We set off once more, alternating between walking quickly and jogging, 
according to the difficulty of the terrain. The path wound around rocks 
and was already threading through areas of dwarf pines, losing itself in 
the mist. This was no longer as thick and milky-white; it was growing 
thinner and disappearing before our very eyes, while the outlines of the 
first trees lower down were shaking themselves free of it. We covered 
the next stage at an unusually fast pace, so the roar of the Biely Váh 
mountain stream was to be heard more clearly all the time. We would 
have hurried on further at this speed, but Ondrej suddenly let out a shout 
of unconcealed alarm. I stopped beside him and my legs almost gave way. 

The cloud cover had broken and stretching before us, as if on a wide 
screen, was the panorama of the Tatra mountain macroworld. Štrbské 
pleso lake was shimmering down there, but I wasn‘t at all sure whether it 
really was this mountain resort.

The lake had not changed its shape, it’s true, but its surroundings were 
beyond recognition. There was not a single hotel on its banks and instead 
of the familiar modern buildings, I could see in the distance half a dozen 
long, low huts; the chair lift to Solisko peak and the FIS ski jumps were 
nowhere to be seen. However, several dots were crossing the surface of 
the lake, evidently boats.

“Where’s the Panorama Hotel?” cried Ondrej. “Where’s Patria 
disappeared to? Dammit, where are the ski jumps? Where the hell is 
everything?”

15 Jozef Žarnay Cosmic Cases
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As if by command, we broke into a run and as the trail was downhill all 
the way, we were very soon approaching the main path. To be precise, we 
were approaching the place where the main path had always been. After 
all our previous experiences, I was not particularly surprised to discover 
that instead of the wide red-marked hiking trail full of hikers, we found 
ourselves above a considerably narrower and deserted path. However, 
what was more important at this moment was that at the point where 
the paths joined a notice board was sticking out of the undergrowth. 
The moment I caught sight of this I stood rooted to the spot and if it 
hadn’t been for another cry from Ondrej, I could have thought I had gone 
out of my mind. Not only was it larger than the usual signboard – what 
shocked me more was that it was in three languages: Slovak, Hungarian 
and French! Meanwhile my companion had uttered a third cry and his 
right hand shot up towards the sky. I glanced upwards for a couple of 
seconds, but the small, slim airship sailing over our heads with a buzzing 
sound from the direction of Štrba village towards Kriváň did not hold my 
attention. Once more I stared at the board, on which above the text in 
three languages there was a bold inscription in large letters:

Therapeutic-vegetation zone
VIS OKÉ TATRI 1

There was a man standing at the edge of the forest near Štrbské pleso. 
He was sharpening a scythe and he was dressed like a peasant from the 
previous century. I didn’t know which to take in first – the labourer in 
his coarse linen garb, the airship landing on the shore of the lake, or the 
fishing boats ploughing across its surface. The man stared; he was no less 
astonished, but, surprisingly, it was at the sight of us.

“Good morning,” Ondrej said, pulling himself together. “Please tell us 
what’s going on here? Are they shooting some French historical film, or 
what?”

The peasant’s gaze became more and more suspicious.
“Scandinavians?” he asked, unexpectedly. “Or from Poland?”
Ondrej clutched my shoulder and jerked me round to see another 

notice board. The top half was taken up by a glass-covered photograph 
of a well-known face, with Gerlach peak in the background; under it was 
a three-line inscription etched in metal. I was not mistaken about the 
man with the dishevelled hair, because the inscription on the copper label 
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1 Now called Vysoké Tatry – the High Tatras
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stated that it was the world-famous violin virtuoso, Albert Einstein, after 
his return from Napoleon’s Peak. Before I had time to ponder this new 
piece of nonsense, I was interrupted by an unpleasant voice: “Citizens! 
Your passports, please!”

While I was realising that on the nearest hut there hung an oval sign 
GENDARMERIE STATION and a figure in a strange uniform was leaning 
out of its window, other men likewise attired were hurrying over to 
us from the airship that had just landed behind the building, and they 
slapped handcuffs on us.

* * *

The fellow in the tawny uniform tapping his pencil on the table was 
clearly on tenterhooks. The ashtray before him was full of cigarette butts 
and if it hadn’t been for the open window, through which I had a view 
of the mini-airship anchored by four ropes to the protrusions from the 
docking platform (the purpose of the same platform beneath the summit 
of Kriváň was now clear to me), it would not have been possible to breathe 
in the office. The absurd dialogue had already lasted a good quarter of 
an hour and while heavy cumulus clouds were massing high over the 
mountains, other clouds, much darker by far, were gathering over our 
heads. 

“You say,” the man hissed, “that you spent the night on Kriváň?”
“Yes.”
“Without permission?”
I shrugged my shoulders. “Up to now we’ve never needed it.”
This infuriated him.
“What d’you mean, you didn’t need it! You’re only allowed to climb 

a peak with a signal tower if you have a permit from the gendarmerie! And 
to stay there overnight you have to have permission from the Ministry of 
the Interior!”

“But, …”
“No buts! And anyway – show me your passes!”
“Passes?” Ondrej asked in amazement. “You mean our passports? But 

we’re not foreigners!”
“Even worse! Then show me your papers!”
“But we left our identity cards at the hostel yesterday.”
“What hostel? Where?”
We had fallen into a vicious circle – we couldn’t point out any of 

the well-known buildings and we didn’t recognise the huts in the 
surroundings.

17 Jozef Žarnay Cosmic Cases
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“Do you mean to say that you are Slovak citizens?” Another officer, 
standing beside the door joined in the interrogation.

“Of course.”
The first investigator threw aside his pencil and pulled a typewriter 

towards him. A similar machine was lying on the table near me. I noticed 
that not only did it have an unusual semi-circular shape, but also a very 
untraditional keyboard layout.

“Address?”
“Bratislava.”
He lifted his head and gave me a piercing look. “I’ve never heard of 

a town called that! Which county is it in?” 
Ondrej and I looked at each other. As far as I was concerned, there was 

only one thing I wanted – to wake up at last from this mad dream.
“Well now?” snapped the gendarme. His colleague got up, his eyes 

narrowed and it seemed he was having great difficulty in resisting the 
temptation to reach for his baton. Instead of that, he walked over to 
a curtain on the wall and tore it back to reveal a map. As soon as I fixed my 
eyes on it, my legs grew as heavy as lead – the dream was continuing in 
a cartographical form! 

Hanging on the wall was a map of Slovakia. The rivers, mountain 
ranges and lowlands were drawn in the way we knew them; the towns 
were also situated in the right places, but that was where the similarity 
ended.

The names of some of the towns were quite different and to 
a considerable extent the same could be said of their size. I noticed that 
the main railway line ran from Košice in an arc through Levoča to Žilina, 
but it did not continue down the Váh valley. In Turčiansky Sväty Martin 
it turned off towards a large town named Zvolenská Bystrica and finally 
terminated in a town on the Danube that was labelled Prešporok. The 
heading on the map was:

UPPER HUNGARY 
“I’ve gone out of my mind,” whispered Ondrej, clutching my elbow so 

hard that under any other circumstances I would have cried out. Now 
I didn’t notice the pain; I caught sight of a tear-off calendar hanging 
beside the map. If a moment ago it had crossed my mind that we had been 
transported into the past, I had to abandon that thought – the date was 
correct.

“You look like a cockerel that’s laid an egg,” the gendarme remarked 
sarcastically. Ondrej stared at him blankly, then bent down and with 
fettered hands reached into his rucksack, took out yesterday’s newspaper 
and handed it to the man behind the desk. It was interesting to see his 
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reaction – he turned over the pages, jumping from headline to headline 
before looking through it again; he goggled at the front page and his face 
turned all sorts of colours.

“Who publishes this journal?”
“The editors, probably, who else?” Ondrej retorted.
“Which editors?” asked the investigator, a threatening tone in his 

voice. “I am also a censor, but I’ve never ever heard of a journal of this 
name. Are you distributing an illegal paper?”

“What d’you mean illegal? It’s in every newspaper stand!”
“Come on now, own up!”
“To what?”
“Where did you get this journal?”
“From over there – from the stand at the station.” 
Ondrej broke off, because he realised that not only was there no station 

outside, but the whole tourist resort was not there either. However, his 
opponent was not considering this – his eyes were widening at the sight of 
some column and he was literally gasping for air.

“And what’s this… meant to be?” he jabbed at the next to last page. 
I knew which article. It was headed 

A VISIT TO SAINT HELENA
“It’s a news report…”
“That isn’t a news report!” the investigator interrupted me. “It’s 

a lampoon!” He banged his fist on the table and took a deep breath.

• Published by Artis 
Omnis, Žilina, 2015
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He moved to literature as a member of the poets’ 
group Osamelí bežci (Lonely Runners) with his 
collection Krátke detstvo kopijníkov (The Brief 
Childhood of Lancers, 1969); this was followed by 
Tristan tára (Tristan Chatters, 1971), a neo-Dadaist 
settling of accounts with the empty phrases and 
flatness of socio-political language. On account of 
his political views and attitudes he was not allowed 
to publish during the 1970s. Later, alongside his own 
work he wrote song lyrics for the musician Dežo 
Ursiny, who was an extraordinary phenomenon in 
Slovak popular music. A collection of those lyrics 
appeared in 1988, Modrý vrch (Blue Peak). Nothing 
that he puts in his texts appears there at random, 
and his essential concern with how the world is 
going is evident in his poetry. Ivan Štrpka’s most 
recent collection of poems is Fragment (rytierskeho) 
lesa (Fragment of a (Knightly) Forest, 2016). He is 
also the author of essays and prose texts. •

Ivan  
Štrpka 1944 
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Ivan Štrpka 
Fragment of 
a (Knightly) 
Forest
Extract translated by John Minahane •

Fragment of a (Knightly) Forest is a collection which 
includes texts which are memorial and at the same 
time reflective and analytic, examining the possibilities 
of the inner renewal and freedom of man in various 
contexts. Through memorial texts problematic 
relationships are depicted: between past and present, 
disappearance and emergence, life and death, Eros 
and Thanatos. Štrpka’s reflections are again concerned 
with the vital preparation of contemporary man for 
an uncalculated, full participation in the world which 
surrounds him, and in his own existence. The author 
illustrates this attitude to life through motifs which 
he has made his own (e. g. the child, the knight) and 
which have a philosophical and mystical cultural 
background to draw upon (e. g. Parsifal, the forest). 
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23 Ivan Štrpka Fragment of a (Knightly) Forest

Haven’t You Seen Me?

“Haven’t you seen me?” asks the inscription in a hasty childish hand
scribbled hardly legibly under the photo of a genuinely missing girl
with some grave, indefinitely repulsive, distastefully sly little beast
in a clumsy embrace. With abyssally vague eyes 
she is lostness scared to (life and to) death, the embodiment
of fateful flight, abduction, unanticipated straying of every living thing
in a labyrinth of shadow, cold, and fall into water, into black earth
full of swarming beetles, the black hole of nothingness and absolute dark.
And each shadow is perhaps a messenger empowered to act or speak,
but for him it is only something like a vaguely blurring thought. The timid
chord of a found madness.

It glows everywhere on handbills fixed to the walls, the postern gates,
 the fences of courtyards
and gardens, at house entrances and at corners in quiet districts. 

The breath
 of a dry storm diffuses
like a live question. The foliage is everywhere so rustling and green 

and dense
 that it cannot be reproached
for anything. Twilight is prolonged through the seconds like 

a premonition.
The trail is lost.
This is the time when children suddenly vanish, at moments when 

unexpectedly
 they strip off from themselves,
like the clothes they have just outgrown. Visibility
is lost. “I and my animal, where am I?
 Haven’t you seen me?”

Battlefields, Plains

The held breath persistently drifts through entire years. Blood
slowly dries in forgotten corners of bushes.
In sudden exile I roam through the city’s desert expanse 
under a gloomy sky without hint of communication.

(The daily glow slithers snail-like in folds of a wholly different day.)
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24 Ivan Štrpka Fragment of a (Knightly) Forest

I wander between two hostile stadia emptied of people
and between two deafening ears, on an empty plain
full of silence and the cry of the low September grass. A lightning-bolt 
memory for a split-second makes my knees founder, sends me back
to that boyhood moment when suddenly I tensed rigid
at the extreme of peripheral vision and spanning-out gaze
shortly before the touch, a second before I ought to
with a precise kick strike the increasing ball, which giddily 
fast, unmistakably addressed, was borne to me like a bomb-blast
on the trembling air of the pitch and battlefield.
(What you don’t strike well may easily kill you.)

O Lord of boys in heavy shoes and white football socks
and with bloodied knees, repair that subtle flaw in the harmony
of afternoon and coordination of movements,
rescue me amidst this great moment, which endures and
falls on me constantly. Blood congeals. All the boundaries and white lines
have disappeared. Every game is a long way off. 

Invisible Flag. Children On The Run

Knots on shoelaces are loose. The children are on the run. 
People hurry, their eyes, appalled, shine on tatters of a world
which surfaces here and there and gleams in the fissures
between rapidly flowing days. All are
as one, the city goes on with its roaring. The machine weaves smoothly,
will not stop. No one’s looking for us. We’re castaways here.
Knots on shoelaces are loose –
stone wharves, we are finishing with you! The wave
already rises. And air splashes. The drunken boat
is dragging behind our heels.

Some Kind of Heart

Something is pounding here. Some kind of shunting. Some kind of heart
spilling out like pitch. And equally dark.

A scream erases you in the twilight. Extinguished lamps
leak on in the new darkness.
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Things and people on the street are suddenly growing old,
seconds condense: that is plain to be seen 
up close in the murky magnifying glass.

Just when the dark ice of the open rinks is entirely
contained in itself, already it is irrevocably drowning. 

Dizzily long empty brightly-lit trains without stopping swish by
to meet the night, from the city’s surface they enter the underground.

And who is that, quite without eyelids and persistent as a living man,
who keeps standing in the hushing air on the platforms,
with eyes fixed upon you don’t know what?

No. 10 At-the-Trenches 

In the extinguished lamp over the entrance
a Pompeian flame smoulders still.
And she is perceptive (mildly fevered and moist in those great
dark eyes), even wearing a red dress.
In a different time and a totally different country, in a house
with rough stone walls I dreamed:
I am with my former wife, whom I haven’t 
lived with for years, bodies shine whitely, wood
in the dark of that long-gone wooden house No. 10 At-the-Trenches 
slowly, quietly crackles: in a burning wave
I enter deep into all the appearing openings.
We are together, blissfully whole and nameless and unique.

(From a notebook, Villa Decius, Autumn 2013)

A Bridge That Isn’t There

So many times we two walked it together
by day and night, from self to self, as entirely alone
as dog without dog. The darkness
slowly dismantled that bridge, till it vanished, and later
erected it anew in the very same place,
with an obscure drift and a mild distortion.

25 Ivan Štrpka Fragment of a (Knightly) Forest
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No one will ever weld into it 
all our possible shifts of direction, all of our
feverish pacings in spring, summer, autumn and winter.
Since then no one’s walked it, not even a footstep. That bridge
is today just a visible nothing, it is visible nothing 
without fixed name and definition, without anchor in city speech
and the map of memory and remorselessly seeking 
networks. From one side now
that bridge is called By Day,
from the other By Night. From one shore No One’s,
from the other also. From one Yesterday, from the other Tomorrow.
Where is Today?
On one There, on another Nowhere. And vice versa.
At one end Now, at the other Never. Never. Never.
Never will we set foot upon it. That possible pleasure
remains – but where, in what place, wherein
we are not, can our steps meet?
Seek nothing, expect nothing. And do not look round. Leap.
Whence? And whither?

Wave / Fleeting Portrait of Jana

Your gaze that is suddenly painfully stricken and
vanishing somewhere, in a split-second undermines
and strikes me, though it isn’t looking at me.

And a dark impenetrable wave
swallows everything.

The Empty Dish

A monotonous empty steel-grey frozen plain
flickers in the train window at a speed of 360 km per hour.

Big sky and low earth, without horizon and without coordinates. Almost
without differentiation. Just that one crushes the other.

26 Ivan Štrpka Fragment of a (Knightly) Forest
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Some mute merciless hand has heaped everything into one
with a single movement. Golden (is) silence. That’s the rule. The die is 

always cast.

Along the muddy fieldpath to the distant grey house
and the uncertainly dissolving empty barns
an indistinct male figure is doggedly trudging
and clutching a gold brick under his arm. It seems as if 
he had partly limped and partly swum
in mud against the air. 

Even the eye easily skids at that speed.
(Gold is silent. Wind speaks.) Everything
is rapidly blurred to an indefinite mist.
I half-close my eyes: the man slowly
enters the darkened house, as in a dream.
Behind a bare table some old woman inherits twilight
and sieves the darkness and hungrily slurps a clotting dark pap
from an empty dish, down as far as the bottom.
And the same again.

She raises her mute face: it is entirely without expression. The teeth
are entirely black. Like freezingness.

The man mutely puts the golden brick
into the expiring oven. To a flash. To a fire.

The road drags onwards in the night of somebody’s empty heads.
All night long with the last of its strength the oven persistently
crackles. In the morning the dish returns. The dawnlight
flickers with the distant train. And gold shines
full of forgotten words.

• Published by  
Modrý Peter,  
Levoča, 2016
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Jana Bodnárová is one of the most original Slovak 
writers, and her work has a prominent place in 
Slovakia’s postmodern literary scene. Her debut 
volume Aféra rozumu (An Affair of Reason, 1990), 
a collection of short stories, retains the character of 
classical prose; nonetheless it marks the starting-
point of Bodnárová’s “poetics of visualisation”, 
which (along with formal experimentation) has 
become the distinguishing feature of several of 
her books. Her most notable prose works include 
Neviditeľná sfinga (Invisible Sphinx, 1991), 
Z denníkov Idy V. (From the Diaries of Ida V., 1993), 
Závojovaná žena (Woman Under Veil, 1996), Tiene 
papradia (Shades of Bracken, 2002), Insomnia 
(2005). She also writes poetry and creates video 
performances, which she presents in galleries 
and theatres. Bodnárová’s books for children are 
an original contribution to the genre of modern 
fairytales. She was awarded the Ivan Krasko Prize for 
her debut collection An Affair of Reason (1990). •

Jana 
Bodnárová 1950
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Jana 
Bodnárová 
The 
Necklace / 
Dog Collar
Extract translated by Heather Trebatická •

Passions are being unleashed among the people by the 
Second World War and the policies of the First Slovak 
Republic. Sara returns to her native town in the north 
of Slovakia, for the purpose of deciding the fate of 
the house where her forebears lived for generations. 
The victims of racial persecution will include Sara’s 
grandparents, her father (the painter Imrich), and her 
friend Iboja, whose parents and grandparents also will 
be drawn in. With a chilling authenticity the author 
sketches the period of the 1950s, with its nationalisation 
and the search for enemies within and without.
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31 Jana Bodnárová The Necklace / Dog Collar

In the Middle of the Night, in a Deserted House,  
in a Forgotten Garden

Sarah

A hot night, stray voices, the wind coming and going. The house creaked, 
whistled, cracked: wood, glass, furniture, wallpaper, parquet, and when 
Sarah switched on the lights there was a deathly sound of little bodies of 
night moths fizzling on the bare light bulbs.

How many people go through life just as unnoticed as these night 
moths or like annual flowers, briefly, softly, almost invisibly, even 
ashamed of existing at all, seeing that no one will miss them, as if brushing 
away all trace of themselves, of their cobweb-fine existence, thought 
Sarah and she sat down on the bed.

When a car occasionally passed along the dark street, or maybe 
a taxi with passengers from the night train that stopped at the nearby 
station, shadows darted over the walls. They danced – transparent belly 
dancers on the once greenish wallpaper with its silver shell pattern – and 
disappeared.

So it was the noises in the house that awoke Sarah. They come to life in 
the night, breaking free in the silence. It was no doubt these that dragged 
her from her sleep, and not the noise of the trains or cars. She was used 
to that in her own flat. The voices of the house awoke her, but did not 
frighten her. For her personally they were something familiar, intimate. 
Only for her. In her nostrils she felt the dust and the musty smell, because 
in the daytime she had not managed to tidy up this room properly – this 
room that had been hers as a child.

After the scorching hot day, the night was pleasant, damply cool. It 
lured Sarah into the garden, which was also neglected and wild, but had 
different noises to those coming from the house. The wind ruffled the 
leaves. A brief rustling sound was heard, which for Sarah was also very 
familiar: it was like the swish of the arrows she shot from her bow. In the 
distance she could make out the shape of a neglected flower bed. At one 
time tulips, crocuses, pansies, dahlias, petunias, slipperwort, hydrangeas 
and autumn asters had grown there. But now all that was left were 
confused traces of these flowers. 

Everything was listening to the silence of the night. Perhaps even the 
silence was listening to the silence.

Sarah looked towards the end of the garden and she thought she could 
see in the distance a vagrant girl sprawled out asleep. In the hypnosis of 
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drugs. When she came nearer, all she saw was a stretch of thistles and 
burdocks in the grass that had not been mown for a long time. A thorn 
from a wild rose unexpectedly scratched her forearm. She jerked away 
with a little cry, a bird awoke and twittered, a wild cat shrieked. It may 
have made the garden its home. Or it was a cat that had lost its shyness 
and wariness and snuggled up to sleeping human beings. Sarah sighed in 
relief. There was no girl lying at the end of the garden. But after all, there 
are neglected waifs who wander through towns and sleep in abandoned 
gardens, like those night moths a while before in the house, and no one 
sees them. Apart from that, deserted gardens attract people. They are 
something like hotels – places on short journeys, for spending the night 
in, for exploring, for getting lost in, for sex, murders and suicides…

Sarah sat down on a dilapidated bench. She gazed at the half-ruined 
pergola, or summer house, as her mother used to call it. How she would 
have liked to see her mother there again: drying her hair washed in egg 
shampoo, bending forward, her mane of fair hair almost reaching the 
ground, running her fingers through the damp strands, while singing 
could be heard coming through the window from the radio.

Blow out the lanterns, the lanterns, I want to see the dark; he did not 
come, he did not come… Fireflies in your millions, lead me to my home.

In the pergola Mum would sing along with the woman’s high voice 
from the radio; there was a delicious smell of pea soup, of freshly cut 
parsley that blended with the whiff of lilac and the stink of exhaust fumes 
from the cars in the road.

She wanted to sit like this on that broken bench for a long, long time. 
Someone had stolen the metal arm rests shaped like snakes. One wooden 
slat was also missing from the backrest. Sarah could have sat for hours 
like this in the wafting breeze of the summer night. The moon was like 
a crystal bowl, tainted with green. A black and green beetle crawled up 
the leg of her pyjamas. She suddenly thought how much life there must 
really be in that deserted garden; miniature, busy life, and that it was 
by no means a dead place; she herself had woken one of these tiny little 
sleepers. She breathed in the heady smells of the night and emptied her 
mind of thought in that garden of dereliction. Here at one time she had 
whooped with pleasure, planted her toys among the flowers, pampered 
them, told them off and shouted at them. She was not afraid of the frogs, 
of the lizards on the rocks or even the mice that emerged from their 
hiding places in late autumn. She could hold them by their tails, but when 
they squeaked and wriggled too much, she dropped them on the ground. 
She remembered how a man, probably her father, had picked her up, 
lifting her high in the air; how she had been afraid he would let her go and 

32 Jana Bodnárová The Necklace / Dog Collar
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that she, Sarah, would break. As when she threw a stone at a round doll 
and it kept flipping over from its back to its tummy and gone on rocking 
mockingly for a while. Sarah had wanted to discover the reason for its 
rocking movements. But she could only do that if she used a stone to 
break open the round stomach of the green doll with its wide- open round 
eyes and cheeks and lips painted pink.

A net curtain with a bird pattern slipped out of the open window. Sarah 
had not shut the door behind her and there must have been a draught 
inside, because a couple of times something banged. It just might have 
been the door she had not closed; after all, there is no reason to be scared, 
no vagrant girl is sleeping here. Or a cheap prostitute from the railway 
station, over whom men’s hands have crept and now insects are crawling 
over, while spiders weave their webs around her. Burdock leaves – geisha 
fans – are not fanning her… A wispy cloud covered the moon. It occurred 
to Sarah that just then the round moon had the colour of the bottom of 
a clear lake, where things were lurking that no one had yet discovered. 
She had returned to this place, to her father’s and grandparents’ house 
after many years, like a diver going down to the bottom of a lake, where he 
may discover those things sunken in the depths and daydreaming in the 
embrace of the weeds. Soft and indistinct.

• Published by  
Trio Publishing, 
Bratislava, 2016
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Since the mid-1970s this Slovak poet, song lyricist, 
prose-writer, dramatist, screenplay writer, and 
author of works for children and young adults, 
has been one of the most visible figures in Slovak 
literature and book production. He made his debut 
in 1974 with the poetry collection Motýlí kolotoč 
(Butterfly Roundabout), followed by Vták pije 
z koľaje (The Bird Drinks from the Track, 1977), 
Muž hľadá more (A Man Seeks the Sea, 1984), and 
Biele horí najdlhšie (White Burns Longest, 2003). 
After 1989 he worked as editor-in-chief of the Mladé 
letá publishing house; later he founded his own 
publishing house Hevi. He translates from English, 
Russian and Czech. Besides literary work he also 
engages in fine art, creative writing workshops and 
interactive projects for the support of reading. •

Daniel 
Hevier 1955 
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Daniel Hevier 
The Secret 
History 
of White 
Calligraphy 
Extract translated by Jonathan Gresty •

The world written in an invisible script of white 
calligraphy is a world of secret messages, hidden 
in books, paintings and artworks. The hero of the 
book is introduced to its secrets by the members 
of an equally secret society. Daniel Hevier’s 
mysterious text, which has elements of a detective 
story, blurs the boundaries between reality and 
literary fiction, the narrator and the author, the 
reader as passive recipient and engaged actor 
in the book. The result is a story that does not 
end with the last page but is only beginning. 
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A trace that goes back to the beginning of time is not invisible, only 
unseen. It is a never-ending stitch in the fabric of our lives – different on the 
obverse from how it looks on the reverse. We, one of many of those before 
us, have set out to tell a story, one of many. A story from which other stories 
spring. Not through vainglorious audacity but because it is a task that has 
been entrusted to us. It is a mission to illuminate the trace, to feel in semi-
darkness for scars left by traces and the Braille of messages. We leave this 
illustrated manual, an illuminated novel, on the verge of a road on which 
some have set out.

I’m not going to invent an improbable surname just to keep my identity 
secret. I will relate this story in the first person singular. The first person 
is key in literature, too. But, if you insist, you can call me Person.

The experience I refer to as The Secret History of White Calligraphy 
began for me in the waiting room of an oncology in-patient clinic. 
I won’t go into the reasons why I ended up on a hard plastic chair, utterly 
unsuited for sitting on for any length of time. Let me just say that the 
whole thing started with a stream of bloody liquid spurting out of me 
one morning. I had always prided myself on not being afraid of death, 
on having lived my life to the full and recognizing that we will all die 
one day. But feeling the gentle wind of possible illness, I was gripped by 
mortal anxiety and made a dash for a classmate from primary school. 
As a matter of fact, he wasn’t an actual classmate but the older brother 
of a classmate of mine. You look up to older brothers with respect and 
reverence and I brought this reverence along to the clinic. Since I hadn’t 
been to a hospital for years I wandered around the place like a lost soul. 
After I finally worked my way to the right staircase, took the right lift and 
found the right department, I was astonished to see the crowds in the 
waiting room. Medical industry, I thought to myself. This was a factory, 
an assembly line of diseases. Decrepit, wretched bodies flocked there, 
driven by the feeble hope that someone might be able to fix them. And 
while it may have been possible to restore the odd individual, I could see 
only people who had come to this repair shop for the repeated patching 
up of their body organs. “The professor asked me to come at nine o’clock,” 
I said, pouncing on the nurse who came out of his door. 

“He asked everyone to come at nine. Take a seat and wait.”
“The professor knows about me…” I started but the nurse interrupted 

me: “The professor knows about everyone who’s here. Take a seat and 
wait.” It was obvious that she uttered that sentence as a daily mantra.
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I was annoyed with myself for not having brought a book. I never fail 
to bring a book when I go anywhere I might have to wait. This only goes 
to show how rattled I was by the change in my circumstances. Instead 
of a book, the reading matter on offer was provided by the bodies and 
faces of the people coming in. We all made a show of taking no notice of 
each other, but in fact everyone kept a beady eye on everyone else. We 
hated and despised each other for being equally helpless and defenceless. 
Only those who didn’t belong there were overconfident: pharmaceutical 
company reps and the odd patient who had been told that his or her 
condition had stabilised, the biopsy was negative, the tumour had 
shrunk…

It was easy to detect the old veterans who looked down on us debutants 
with condescension. They exchanged familiar greetings with the doctors 
and nurses. Some proudly showed off their missing limbs, like warriors 
demobbed from a war raging outside the hospital windows. From time 
to time a grin flashed on a crumpled, angry face, when a husband for 
example asked his legless, wheelchair-bound wife: “Are your legs warm 
enough, my dear?” Later I realised that those who laughed most were the 
most desperate ones who had decided to confront impending death with 
mockery.

Hours went by and I was still in the waiting room. It transpired that the 
professor had had to leave to carry out urgent surgery, although I could 
not fathom what secret exit he used to escape us. He materialised again 
some time later – just as unnoticeably – and from the depths of his office 
began to summon patients by name. We envied those who had been called 
and heartily despised those who got in without having to wait. Only one 
of us paid no attention to our common fate. He was calm and indifferent, 
insultingly phlegmatic.

He was a man of uncertain age. He might have been seventy but, just 
as easily, ninety. He looked as if had been cut from some noble metal with 
metallurgical scissors. His sharp-featured face boasted silvery eyebrows 
that were the same shade of grey as his hair. He reminded me of Hermann 
Hesse in his later years. Although he was old something stopped me from 
calling him an old man, let alone an elderly gentleman. In the same way 
you don’t call old a mountain that’s has been around for hundreds or 
millions of years. The man was a mountain.

He stared straight ahead but I’m willing to bet he didn’t miss anything 
or anyone. You couldn’t say that he watched like a hawk since his gaze 
was aimed at some point somewhere in the far distance. Only tiny, almost 
imperceptible changes in his facial expression betrayed the fact that 
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he registered everything that took place in the waiting room. People 
coming and going, questions and answers, tiny conflicts; he noted them all 
attentively but impassively.

His hands, with their long, slim, bony fingers, were casually folded on 
his knees. They looked like the yellowed keys of an old piano. They held 
no papers, medical reports, results, or X-rays. He hadn’t brought any bag, 
briefcase or carrier bag. I couldn’t take my eyes off him, though I tried 
not to cross over the line that would have amounted to harassment. If the 
man took any notice of me, he certainly didn’t let on.

Just at that moment my name rang out from the depths of the surgery 
and I jumped to my feet. I felt odd addressing the professor formally; the 
last time I saw him he had been a lad of fourteen. But it was he. He hadn’t 
changed a bit. People don’t change, time just wraps them in a kind of 
camouflage film. 

My visit to the surgery was brief. The professor sent me for 
a colonoscopy and gastro-endoscopy, terms I can only pronounce now 
that my interest in cancer has been awakened.

I was on my way out as the old man said in a low voice: “Europe is 
wallowing in tepid waters expecting a horse. But the animal approaching 
is a bull.”

I wasn’t sure if he was talking to me and it wasn’t clear if this was 
a quotation or just something he said in the state of half slumber he had 
fallen into in the meantime. I stopped and asked: “Excuse me?”

“In fact, it is here already.”
So this was no sleepy babbling. Nor did he look like someone at an 

advanced stage of dementia. The explanation I came up with was that old 
people live in worlds of their own. And who doesn’t, after all? 

All of a sudden the man stood up and made to leave.
“Wait a minute,” I stopped him. “You haven’t been seen yet. I hope 

I didn’t jump the queue. But you know, it’s the doctor who decides who to 
see first.”

The old man was on his way out and didn’t respond. I wasn’t going to 
give up. I don’t like people to think I’m obnoxious. “I really didn’t mean to 
jump the queue…”

“You didn’t. I didn’t come to see a doctor,” he said through gritted 
teeth. His lips were as red as those of a twenty year old. My curiosity by 
this time was boiling ove though I admit that’s an odd way of putting it. 
I couldn’t find a question to which his words could be an answer so both 
of us kept walking towards the exit in silence, since the man resolutely 
refused to take the lift. He ran down the stairs so fast I could hardly keep 
up with him. But he wasn’t going to get rid of me.
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“Do you need a lift? I’ve come by car,” I offered.
“My daughter is here,” he said curtly.
In front of the door to the oncology clinic there stood a slim woman, 

leaning on a silvery Peugeot.
Without a word she opened the door and the man slid into the car in 

silence.
“Excuse me, there must have been a misunderstanding,” I stammered.
The woman had long black hair ending in a little serpent’s tail. In her 

face, too, there was something metallic. Noble steel. Or steely nobility? She 
seemed to reflect the metallic quality of the car. Her facial features were 
striking, as if drawn with a ruler. Taut cheeks, a smooth, slender neck.

I was confused. Not that I’m an expert at telling women’s ages, old 
bachelor that I am, with an emphasis on ‘old’. If she was his daughter 
and he was in his seventies she would have been at least forty. Yet she 
looked as if she’d just graduated from university, assuming that these days 
students still graduate around the age of twenty-five.

“I might have got in ahead of him unwittingly. But it’s not my fault, it’s 
the doctor who decides who to see first.”

“Don’t worry, my father didn’t come here to see a doctor,” she said, 
repeating words I’d already heard today. “He likes going to waiting rooms 
of all kinds: at the railway station, at the airport, in hospitals. Sometimes 
he goes to a GP or the dentist. He’s been to the surgery ward before, and 
now he’s come up with oncology.”

I stared at her wide-eyed. This was a rather bizarre way of spending 
one’s time.

“You’re probably thinking it’s a crazy way of spending one’s time.”
The word I used was bizarre, I thought. 
“It’s a long story. One day we’ll explain.”
She sat down behind the wheel with a nimbleness befitting a twenty-

year- old, slammed the door shut and zoomed off, honking at me 
cheerfully. And leaving me standing there like a fool. What did she mean 
by saying she’d explain one day? Or rather, that more than one person 
would explain? I resisted the thought but it was obvious that both of 
them, father and daughter, were crazy. Or eccentric at the very least.

The test results showed no cancer. I took the news of my postponed 
demise as a wake-up call to change my life. I stopped stuffing myself 
with brawn and sausages, the staple bachelor food, finished my six-pack 
of beer, and, with a heavy heart, emptied the bottle of slivovitz into the 
sink, after taking one mighty farewell swig. I started taking the stairs and 
walking in the woods. Believe it or not, the last time I’d been to a forest 
was thirty years ago. Too much wood for my taste. That’s why I was so 
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shocked when I first entered the suburban woods. As soon as I moved 
further in, a roebuck appeared in front of me with a snake in his antlers. 
Next to him stood a woman with long black hair ending in a little serpent. 

The roebuck with the snake in its antlers was just a tangle of branches 
that melted away as I moved inside the forest and my perspective 
changed. But what was the woman I met but didn’t really meet at the 
hospital doing here? She was standing in the middle of a little clearing and 
seemed not in the slightest surprised to see me.

Could it be just a coincidence, however unlikely? Stories are carved 
out of coincidences that are all too unlikely. If it had been just a squirrel 
that I’d spotted in the woods, I would never have undertaken the risky 
enterprise of telling this story.

She remembered me and greeted me with a smile.
“Be careful, there are snakes in these woods,” she said. “They are 

not easy to tell from dry branches. They don’t even baulk at attacking 
roebucks.”

“I don’t believe,” I objected, “that there are roebucks in these suburban 
woods.”

“Local legend has it that the king of this forest, a stately twelve-point 
specimen, roams his kingdom carrying a snake in his antlers.”

“The legend is easy to explain. Someone must have seen a tangle of 
branches that looked like deer antlers. And a thicker branch could easily 
have turned into a snake.”

“Hmm,” she said with an indulgent smile, the kind mothers give at 
their children’s naïveté. It was absurd, considering the age difference 
between us.

“Lots of things look different from how they are in reality. And lots 
of things look different at first sight. But sometimes the first sight is the 
most accurate. Everything else is just deceit and illusion,” she explained 
graciously.

Now I knew for certain: even if she wasn’t mentally disturbed, she was 
eccentric. To put it mildly.

This time it was my turn to laugh. Here I am, in the woods where 
I hadn’t been for decades, listening to the confused babbling of a woman 
I had met only once before.

“It’s really quite funny,” she said. “We’ve met only once before and here 
you are, listening to my confused babbling. You must think I’m crazy. Or 
really eccentric at least.”

I was embarrassed. It was as if she’d caught me watching her naked in 
the shower. It was alarming. This woman wasn’t here by chance. However 
hard it was to credit, she’d obviously been waiting for me.
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“I also thought I was going nuts at first. Until I realised what it 
was I was participating in. Accidentally at first, but more and more 
consciously as time went by. And still, I’m sometimes taken aback by what 
is happening. Like today. I knew I was supposed to meet someone here. 
But it never occurred to me that it would be you. But my Dad is waiting 
for us. Of course, only if you are curious enough to find out what all this is 
supposed to mean. And if you wish to obtain a map to all of this.”

The man was sitting at a table in a wooden shack of a café two hundred 
metres below the treeline. As we walked in, he glanced at his daughter, not 
at me, and said. “I had a hunch.”

Then, without a word, he pointed to a chair next to him. I introduced 
myself. He didn’t reach out his hand and instead asked: “Do you know 
what my name is?”

I shook my head.
“But maybe you do,” the daughter chipped in. “Take a look at my dad. 

What name comes to your mind?”
I said the name that had come into my mind in the waiting room. 

“Hermann. As in Hesse”.
“Herbert Mann,” said the man, nodding, and only now shook my hand. 

“Everyone calls me Herbie.”
I wasn’t sure if I should regard myself as part of everyone and if 

I should address him in this way.
“See?” said the man, turning to his daughter. “I told you so.”
The woman nodded silently. We ordered some coffee, which was served 

badly ground and cold.
“So how about the map?” I asked the woman but it was the man who 

answered.
“Ever heard of white calligraphy?”
Of course I’d heard of calligraphy. I’d even tried my hand at it once, 

though only for a few hours.
(Don’t bother to Google “white calligraphy” as you read this, the only 

thing you’ll find are ads for ink and pen shops.)
“Most of everything is invisible,” said the man falteringly. His voice 

sounded like the rasping of emery paper that had only just begun to be 
used but was gathering momentum and couldn’t be stopped.

“To be more precise: what we see with our human eyes can be seen only 
by mistake. The natural condition of everything, of cosmic matter, natural 
processes, human actions and ideas, is being unseen. Chemical processes, 
biological processes, physical processes, all these are concealed from 
our eyes. If we see them, we do so only under very specific conditions, 
artificial ones so to speak.”
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I had become aware of this during my recent colonoscopy, as a tube 
snaked through my intestines with an eye attached to it that recorded the 
world of my viscera. How can I see into someone else if I can’t even see 
what is happening inside of me?

“Not to mention God,” the man’s voice thundered. “He is invisible, 
and in those cases when He substantiated himself before a human being, 
it was only for exceptional reasons and for a brief moment, only to 
conceal Himself in invisibility again for an eternity. And the Holy Spirit is 
absolute invisibility, except for its apparition in the form of a dove.”

“Do you know what you look like?” he asked out of the blue, making me 
unwittingly wipe traces of coffee from the corners of my mouth. 

“No, you’re not dirty,” laughed the woman (I still didn’t know her 
name). “What my Dad is trying to say is that under certain circumstances 
we might never see our own face at all.”

“If it weren’t for the laws of physics and the refraction of light, for 
the stillness of the surface of water, or those magical objects we know as 
mirrors.” Herbie was getting galvanized, the arguments tumbling out of 
him with visible joy.

“The thing that distinguishes us from others, what makes us who we 
are – our face – and we can’t see it! Have you ever wondered why God has 
positioned our eyes in the middle of our face and not somewhere like the 
palms of our hands? It would have been quite handy. We could lay our 
hand on our face and would see ourselves as in a mirror.”

“Without the eyes, of course,” I pointed out, and we all laughed.
“And yet!” Mr Mann raised a finger. “The fact that we don’t see 

something doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist. A yolk wrapped in an eggshell is 
more alive than its calcium container, because inside it dwells the seed of 
life.”

• Published by  
Trio Publishing, 
Bratislava, 2016
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In her prose and drama, Jana Juráňová 
programmatically disrupts traditional gender 
stereotypes. Women and their relationships are an 
endless source of inspiration for her work, pitting 
the feelings and desires of her female characters 
against the world of men. Juráňová speaks openly 
about the most pressing questions, reevaluates 
codified approaches, and argues with society, its 
structures, and authorities. Her most notable works 
are: Siete (Nets, 1996), Utrpenie starého kocúra: 
Mor(t)alitka, (The Suffering of an Old Tomcat: 
A Little Mor(t)ality, 2000), and Misky strieborné, 
nádoby výborné (Silver Bowls, Beautiful Vessels, 
2005). Juráňová is one of the most important 
representatives of contemporary Slovak feminist 
discourse. She has written four books for adolescent 
girls. Her works Orodovnice (Beadswomen, 2006), 
Žila som s Hviezdoslavom (Published in English 
as Ilona: My Life with the Bard, Calypso Editions 
2014), Lásky nebeské (Heavenly Loves, 2010), and 
Nevybavená záležitosť (Unfinished Business, 2013), 
have all been shortlisted for Anasoft Litera Award. •

Jana 
Juráňová 1957 
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Jana 
Juráňová 
Someone 
Else’s Story 
Extract translated by Magdalena Mullek •

Three stories, three female protagonists struggling 
with everyday problems as well as shocking 
situations. All of them have an amount of life 
experience, yet there is always something that 
can surprise them and force them to reevaluate 
everything. In the stories “Zuzana and a Couple 
of Old Men,” “The Victim,” and “Someone Else’s 
Story,” Juráňová explores the themes of media 
manipulation, brutal murder, and deliberate 
disguise, in public as well as private life.
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47 Jana Juráňová Someone Else’s Story

I feel like a tacky ornamental plant: A flowerpot in the shape of a head 
with the grinning face of a nondescript gnome with a clump of grass 
sticking out of it. When you buy one of these, there is no grass, but give it 
some time and it’ll grow. All you have to do is water it once a day.

I didn’t plant or water anything. I’m not harvesting anything either. 
My head has turned into a bed of weeds. I’d like to pull them out, but they 
don’t let up. I have no idea when those seeds sprouted. I only remember 
the day it all began. Suddenly it was here. A story. Someone else’s. And yet 
mine.

Morning light streamed into the library through a barred window. 
Outside the window a branch swayed slowly, indecisively, and a high-
pitched mechanical squeal could be heard from afar. Its source was 
attached to the roof of the house across the street, and its purpose was to 
keep away the overpopulated pigeons. They had grown accustomed to it 
long ago. Unfazed, they sat on the roof, and once in a while they flew off, 
just as a matter of form. The noise did, however, grate on the nerves of the 
women working at the library who spent several hours a day there. It was 
particularly bad on hot days, when it was impossible to survive with the 
windows closed. 

“Have you read the tabloids?” my boss asked.
“I haven’t. Why do you ask?”
For a moment she was suspiciously quiet.
“Should I?” I asked just to break the awkward silence.
“Better not,” she said meaningfully. “But you won’t be able to get away 

from it.”
I didn’t say anything; my mind was blank. I wasn’t in the habit of 

reading the tabloids to find out about disasters that affect me personally. 
Not many people are.

“I’ll bring some coffee,” my boss said. Was there a hint of intrigue in her 
voice? Or pity? Before I managed to decipher it, she handed me the latest 
edition and left.

That was the beginning of one of the worst days of my life. A heavy 
silence engulfed the room.

I didn’t lift my eyes off the front page when I heard her coming back. 
Nor when she put the coffee in front of me. Out of the corner of my eye 
I registered her lingering in the doorway for a moment. It wasn’t until she 
quietly closed the door that I tore myself away from the paper. There were 
two cups in front of me. Years ago, when I was left alone in the kitchen 
with two cups of coffee, they were the harbinger of the divorce I had 
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decided on of my own free will, and never regretted. I took another look at 
the picture on the front page.

After a while my boss poked her head in the door. The critical moment 
must have passed, because while I, the person struck by fate in the form 
of a tabloid, perceived it as short, she must have thought it sufficient to 
attempt to check in with me. She gave me an inquisitive and worried look. 
Maybe there was something more in it too. Curiosity? Perhaps the level of 
interest with which older people read news about the rich and famous at 
the grocery store, then put the magazine back, and go to do their shopping.

“The library doesn’t open for a couple more minutes. Do you want to go 
and have a cigarette? I’ll work your desk or send someone else.”

I shook my head and stayed put. The boss left. It was just before ten. In 
a moment, older men would start to trickle into the reading room. They 
tend to come in first thing in the morning. They look through the papers, 
sit awhile. The door closed behind my boss. My head was buzzing. Too 
bad my vision didn’t blur. I could see my photo on the front page all too 
clearly. It was me. Without a doubt. I was standing in front of my house, 
holding a trash bag. My hair was a mess. I was looking straight at the 
camera with a furious expression on my face. The caption under the photo 
read: THE WOMAN A FAMOUS ACTOR CHEATED ON FOR YEARS. In 
the bottom right corner was the page number of the article highlighted 
in a bright red star. My fingers didn’t want to obey, but I finally found 
the page. Did I really walk around looking so angry? Yes, that was my 
T-shirt. And my sweatpants. And my hair. How come I never noticed 
someone taking pictures of me in front of my house? I drank the coffee, 
first one cup, then the other. In disbelief I looked at more photos. On one 
of them I was sitting on the balcony, my hair was oily, and I was wearing 
a baggy T-shirt, underneath which my nipples showed. On another my 
ex-husband and I were arm-in-arm at some kind of an event. The shot 
was taken about fifteen years ago. And then there was our wedding 
picture. Amusingly awkward, like all wedding pictures years after the fact. 
I closed my eyes, although I knew there was no hope of that monstrous 
collage disappearing. When I went back to looking at the photos and their 
descriptions I learned that “the famous actor left this once-beautiful 
woman, who looks so unkempt in the photos, when he moved in with 
the winner of a music contest, but she kicked him out after a short and 
tumultuous relationship.”

I didn’t understand a thing. Years ago, no one had been interested in 
our divorce. Why were they associating me with my ex-husband now?

“Have you seen the TV show?”
I didn’t realize my boss had quietly opened the door and slipped in.
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“What TV show?”
“Jano was making fun of…”
“Me?”
“No, of the singer they’re writing about.”
“Oh.”
“A blonde, long legs, large breasts, full lips. The host of the show 

dressed up like her. He put stuffing under his shirt and taped on fake lips. 
The two of them were splitting their sides laughing.”

“The two of them?”
“Jano and the host.”
“Oh.”
“Your name didn’t come up at all, so I don’t understand…” My boss gave 

me a guilty look. I looked back down at the article, and with a knot in my 
stomach I read that my ex-husband made fun of his former mistress on 
some TV show. Then it said that the aforementioned singer responded by 
giving the tabloid an interview in which she said that Jano was impotent 
and his feet smelled. She also said she would sue the TV station. And that 
it wasn’t the last time they’d be hearing from her.

I slowly lifted my head from the paper. My boss had left the door open. 
The first patron slowly shuffled into the room, a slightly hunched man 
in his eighties in a worn-out grey suit. He propped his stick up on an 
armchair, took off his hat, and greeted me with a nod. Then he sat down at 
a table with the daily papers and gave me a probing look. Either because 
I was paler than the dirty wall behind me, or because he had seen my face 
at a newsstand on his way there. The tabloid lay open in front of me. My 
boss gave me a sympathetic nod from behind the door, and I gathered 
I had just been given permission not to set it out with current periodicals. 
Unnoticed I shuffled it under some papers on my desk. I didn’t finish 
reading the article, but I had a whole lifetime ahead of me in which 
I could study it in depth, if I so chose, or learn it by heart, even though 
I didn’t understand it. It contained everything about me that this paper 
considered relevant. I had let myself go, because a famous husband left 
me. I never recovered from the blow. I was beyond help. I must have been 
a real bore if Jano ended up in the arms of that “blow-up doll,” as they had 
supposedly referred to the star on some cable show. I thought about my 
neighbour from ages ago who only wore expensive bathrobes around the 
house, and brushed her hair and put on make-up to take out the trash. 
This could never have happened to her.

More regulars filed into the library. They were going to spend the 
morning leafing through the papers, and I dreaded the moment when they 
would ask for the most popular daily. It turned out though that my boss 
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had empathy, and she sent over Helenka from the children’s literature 
section, where hardly anyone wanders in all morning. Helenka was going 
to staff my desk, and my boss gave me the day off. She didn’t even make 
me use a vacation day. So I was on my way out. I paused briefly, wondering 
whether I should put the tabloid into my bag. In the end I left it on my 
desk piled over with papers, and the next day I felt relieved when I found 
it where I had left it. People who come to the library sometimes look at 
newspapers that are a few days old, but thankfully, no one had set out this 
issue. When the time came, it would end up in the recycle bin with the rest.

On my way home I couldn’t resist and discreetly bought a copy at the 
grocery store. So that I could read it in the privacy of my own home. The 
store clerk didn’t identify me as the face on the cover.

My mother was in the habit of saying that every miracle only lasts 
three days. Three whole days, I groaned mentally, and slammed the door 
to my apartment behind myself. I was certain that all the neighbours had 
already seen the paper.

My cell phone rang. It was my mother.
“Hi mum, what’s new?” I took a deep breath and closed my eyes. My 

heart was pounding just like it did when I was a kid and came home from 
school with a note that I had been disruptive in class. I held my breath. 
I was sure she’d ask: Have you seen today’s paper? I’ve always told you 
to take better care of yourself. You never know… Yes, I know, I should 
take care of myself, always look good, and most importantly, wear clean 
underwear in case I get run over by a car, so that in the ambulance, my 
bloody maimed body would be dressed in clean, and more importantly, 
new-looking underwear. And I was sure she would add: I don’t deserve 
this. What will the neighbours say?

But my mother said: “Would you come over? I need you to pick me up 
some of that cream for my joints.”

A weight lifted off my shoulders, but I still had a knot in my throat.
“Of course I’ll come over. I’ll drop by in the afternoon and bring you the 

cream.”
“Would you please also pick up coffee and cream on your way?”
“Sure. By the way, how are you?”
“Oh, don’t even ask.”
“OK. Take care for now. I’ll see you soon.”
One must appreciate the small things. She hadn’t been to the store, and 

it was unlikely she would set foot outside that day, so unless a neighbour 
brought her the paper, the whole thing could blow over.
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51 Jana Juráňová 1957 

I studied the photos, how very recognizable I was. It occurred to me 
that I should change my image. But I couldn’t go to the hairdresser just 
then. I was certain they would have had papers with my face on every 
table. I could have gone to the drugstore and bought a hair colouring kit. 
But I wouldn’t have been able to apply it by that evening. And I didn’t 
feel like sneaking down the street in dark glasses, although, who would 
have given a second thought to a woman in her fifties? If I had gone 
to the store near the university dorms, people would have crossed the 
street to avoid me, no one would have paid attention to me; women of 
my age are considered an omen of death there. Or I could have gone 
somewhere frequented by managers in their thirties. They wouldn’t have 
remembered me even if I had attacked one of them. Going to my mother’s 
was a different story though, especially if I ran into someone from the 
neighbourhood. The only thing I could do was to spruce myself up. Put on 
make up. Brush my hair, so that I would look different from I did in the 
photos.

• Published by  
Aspekt,  
Bratislava, 2016
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Poet, public affairs commentator and translator, 
until March 2003 he worked as editor of the 
Slovako-Czech periodical Mosty. He made his 
debut in 1990 with the poetry collection Moje 
udalosti (My Events); his subsequent books 
include Listovanie tichom (Browsing the Silence, 
2002), Životopis každodenností (Biography of the 
Everyday, 2005), and Nespavosť alebo plus mínus 
štyri steny (Insomnia, or Give or Take Four Walls, 
2016). Many of his original and translated titles 
appeared under his own publishing label YAK. He is 
one of the authors in the internet publishing house 
Fixpoetry in Hamburg and a member of the Austrian 
writer’s organisation Grazer Autorenversammlung. 
Currently he is a freelance writer. •

Marián 
Hatala 1958
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Marián Hatala 
A Step from 
Resignation 
Extract translated by Jonathan Gresty •

“This book might also be called My Life with 
Haemophilia,” the author says on the book jacket. 
He is thinking of his daily struggle with this disease, 
which prevents blood clotting at wounds. It is 
no coincidence that the main character in this 
collection bears the name of X, the chromosome 
whose defective gene causes haemophilia. In 
twenty four autobiographical stories the author 
frequently returns to his childhood, which, 
despite acute complications and frequent 
hospitalisations, is soaked in the joy of awakening 
life. The result is a book in which the delicate 
sensitivity of a poet combines with the authentic 
disposition of a patient, which makes it not only 
a distinctive literary work but also an important 
record of everyday struggle with a rare disease.
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55 Marián Hatala A Step from Resignation

Instead of a Preface

My Turkish friend phoned me from Vienna and as our conversation 
turned to the largest Turkish street market in the city, amongst other 
things, I instinctively took from my bookcase a huge hardback book I have 
titled Der Wiener Brunnenmarkt and put it down on my desk. With my 
right hand I went on holding the telephone to my ear and with the left, not 
realizing how foolish it was, I opened the book and started to quickly flick 
through its pages. Soon, the heavier part of the book was overhanging the 
edge of the table and then it crashed to the floor, its spine, into which all 
its terrible weight was concentrated, falling right on to my big toe.

I hissed and bit my lip because I forbid myself to do the popular thing 
and howl out in pain and complain – though I would have had plenty of 
reasons for doing so. In fact just one reason would be sufficient: I have the 
congenital blood disorder called haemophilia and mine is a severe form. 
I have less than one percent of the coagulatory factor which, together 
with other proteins, ensures healthy clotting of the blood.

Back to my strange encounter with that book: in the life of most 
mortals, it would have been a merely comical event and nothing more but 
in the life of a haemophiliac such an accident really was much more.

Incidentally, a fragment of meteorite could never have landed on my 
toe – it had to be a book. Literature is the second main element of my life. 
If I had been luckier it could have been a tiny humming bird of a book and 
I would have escaped without a costly injury.

It didn’t happen, though, and I am again in bed and again with my 
notebook, this time so that I can write a preface to a book about my two 
main elements: haemophilia and literature.

A friend insisted on me using as a motto my old poem A Game of One 
Half. It is about a football match between a team of little boys and a team 
of big boys played on a sloping pitch. The big boys are comfortably playing 
at the top end and show no interest in changing ends. The little boys are at 
the bottom end and, unaware of their disadvantage, are fighting for their 
lives. Their spectating parents are really suffering.

As humans, we are in essence Sisyphean: we all struggle up our own 
enormous mountain. It is more than we can handle and in fleeting 
moments, we sometimes remember how we used to play and how carefree 
and happy we were. As Neil Simon says in his play Chapter Two: “Life was 
so simple when we were kids. We’d have a fight in the yard and at home 
there was always cake waiting for us.” 

And that is why this book will sometimes be sad and at other times 
cheerful.
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When my daughter was four, she called it ‘haemapholia’. She could also 
have called it ‘homophalia’, ‘hamephilia’ or ‘himophalia’ for all I cared. 
I would have welcomed any alternative version of it so often in my life had 
I been unable to bring myself to call it by its proper name.

Pain in a joint filling up with blood can be so sharp you feel it pounding 
in your ears but my pain threshold has risen ever so slightly over the 
years. Worse than the pain is the long-term helplessness of lying in 
bed for weeks and months on end, of having everything close to hand 
but nothing within reach. You lie on your back and the limits of your 
movements are about twenty-five centimetres, which is roughly the 
distance from one’s heels to the tips of one’s toes.

Worse than pain is waiting for the moment when you can get up again 
and, like some kind of beginner, relearn the basics of Stephen Leacock’s 
manual which states that in order to walk properly, you must not lift one 
foot into the air before the other has first touched the ground. And then, 
like a timorous waif who from all the lying down has lost at least a third 
of their muscle mass, you have to step out. You do it with the caution of 
the old – feeling liberated you head towards everything which had until 
now been unattainable: the toilet and the bathroom; towards shelves from 
which books need not necessarily fall.

Nowadays I can call haemophilia by its name – over the years, our 
relationship has had time to stabilize, thanks in part to my strictly 
imposed resolution never to surrender to it.

And yet it was a long journey which led to this delicate stability, 
hundreds of kilometres of which I travelled lying down. In this I am like 
many other haemophiliacs, or ‘haemos’ as we used to call each other when 
we were still in our salad days.

My experience is thus, in part, our shared experience, although 
I have entrusted it, in its narrative form, to a third person in the hope of 
achieving the required level of objectivity. And given that the origin of 
this royal disease is a genetic disorder of the X chromosome, I have duly 
named the main character of this narrative X.

Sealing out

X has the feeling that he can remember very little about his really severe 
cases of poor blood-clotting. Shouldn’t he remember more? It is, after 
all, his body which has been letting him down all these years – to say ‘for 
as long as he can remember’, would be better, he realizes and smirks. 
But how can he come to terms with the effects of bleeding when it’s 
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painful just to think of walking never mind actually doing it? He feels as 
if he has been shoddily assembled from wood riddled with arthropathic 
woodworm, and thus he writhes and wriggles like some haemarthrotic 
Pinocchio. 

But if he really concentrates, memories start to emerge from out of the 
mists of time. They are like living beings reluctantly and sullenly crossing 
the threshold of his mind, prepared to scatter at the first sign of hesitation 
or stultification on the part of their ungrateful and inattentive host.

He does not run from them but likes it when he can sometimes chase 
them. It is his way of ensuring they do not constantly torment him. He has 
always worked on his ability to suppress and dispel distressing memories 
of all his times in hospital, of those ‘temporary incapacitations’ when 
his frail body reminded him that he is the carrier of a genetic disorder 
meaning his X chromosome will go on refusing to produce enough of the 
VIII coagulatory factor.

And today X is relying on that ability. When he turns from the writing 
table in his workroom to look at the door where his visit is waiting 
impatiently, he gives the very faintest of smiles. He knows that a smile is 
part of a feeling of contentment: again he alone will decide what the visit 
will be like and how long it will go on for.

Similarly he realizes that to seal out means to destroy. Not completely, 
perhaps, but at least for the time being. Then there will be another bout 
of bleeding and he will again indirectly find out that the eternal motor of 
memories has been quietly and secretly working all the time.

• Published by  
Trio Publishing, 
Bratislava, 2015
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Peter Pečonka is the pseudonym of a writer who 
entered Slovak literature with a double placing 
in the prize lists in the Poviedka short story 
competition (2013, 2015). Having had many prose 
pieces published in journals, he made his debut in 
2016 with the short story collection Svätý mäsiar zo 
Šamorína a iné príbehy z čias Malej dunajskej vojny 
(The Saintly Butcher from Šamorín, and Other 
Stories from the Time of the Little Danube War). •

Peter 
Pečonka 1965
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Peter 
Pečonka
The Holy Butcher 
of Šamorín and 
Other Stories from 
the Time of the 
Little Danube War 
Extract translated by Julia and Peter Sherwood •

The basic story is a fictional conflict between “Slovak 
Home Defence” and “Great Hungarian separatists”, 
played out in the near future in the southern regions 
of Slovakia. Despite the background of war and 
the employment of charged social topics such as 
extremism, nationalism, and religious fanaticism, 
Peter Pečonka’s book is notable for its wit, broad 
perspective, and above all style, which is more like 
that of an experienced writer than a debutant.
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61 Peter Pečonka The Holy Butcher of Šamorín…

(the first interview with the Black Wolf )

First off, let me apologize that we had to strip you naked and bring you 
here blindfolded. This was for reasons of safety, yours as well as ours. 
Because of satellite navigation systems. Yes, as you say, GPS has changed 
the partisan’s life. Wouldn’t that make a good headline for your piece: 
How GPS has changed the guerrillas’ way of life and death. Guerrillas 
sounds better than partisans, don’t you think? More hip. 

Goril, go and find them some threads so they don’t stand here with 
their bare pricks hanging out!

By the way, Goril’s index finger up your arse, that was part of the body 
search, not erotic foreplay. Mind you, looking at your fair-haired friend here, 
he would probably prefer foreplay. Sorry, just a politically incorrect joke.

Your glasses? No, you’re not getting them back just yet. Do you know 
how much bloody technology they can pack into a pair of glasses? But 
don’t worry, when my lads drive you back, Goril will give you all your stuff. 
Nothing will get lost, I swear on Goril’s head. We may be Gypsy guerrillas 
but we’re not thieves.

Now, let’s get to the point! So you claim you’re British journalists? And 
just by coincidence you both happen to have Slovak names and speak 
Slovak. Like it’s a compulsory subject at British schools now? Come on, 
pull the other one! Because I’m a Gypsy I must be dumb, right? Like in 
the jokes. You know what I mean, your Slovak jokes about dumb Gypsies. 
You used to call us dark-skinned fellow citizens, then it was Roma, then 
socially unadaptable groups, now you’re calling us Gypsies again. From 
Roma to Gypsies, from fellow citizens to unadaptable group.

OK, let’s get to the point: who are you and who are you working 
for? Ah, you’re regional stringers for British media. I see, so you’re 
not correspondents anymore, just stringers. Freelancers. Great! And 
who have you been working for? When and where have you published 
anything? Can you prove you’re not Slovak or Hungarian secret service?

That’s right, I’d like to see some of your articles. Of course we have 
Internet. I’ve told you, modern technology has changed the life of the 
guerrilla. Right, I’ve got Google up, fire away. Atlantic Observer. The issue 
of 14 May you say? Here we go. Ivan Balaz, Tom Krivos. But before you 
said your name was Tomáš Krivosucký, not Krivos. A pseudonym for the 
English? You mean they give a damn whether the guy writing for their paper 
has a name that’s easier to pronounce? Doesn’t sound convincing to me.

Right, let’s see a couple more articles. OK, I’m looking. London News. 
Issue. February. Here we go, Balaz and Krivos. So this is a piece about 
ethnic clashes in football stadiums?
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Sorry, I got carried away reading. I see you cover ethnic and racial 
conflict stories. We fit the bill then, perfectly.

I said we on purpose, not I. I’m not the Black Wolf, we all are Black 
Wolfs. Wolfs is wrong? The Black Wolves? Sounds like some old hip-hop 
band from Harlem. By the way, just the other day I discovered that Die 
Schwarzen Wölfe was a German neo-Nazi group in Alsace. Too bad, but 
we’re not changing our name now. Who knows, soon we may be better 
known in Germany and France than those Nazis.

In Hungarian it’s Fekete Farkasok. My Hungarian is quite poor, the 
guys have to translate for me – Roland, Goril, Mario. And Gyula, the one 
cleaning his submachine gun over there, he speaks hardly any Slovak. He’s 
from Budapest. We’re multicultural guerrillas. We need Google Translate 
to communicate. I think you should interview several of us, not just me. 
Let me pick some guys for you later. 

By the way, seeing as we’ve confiscated all your gear, do you want me 
to record this on my tablet? Just give me your e-mail and I’ll send it to 
you. As I say, modern technology has changed the life of the guerrilla. 
Photos? You can take as many of me as you like, I said I’d go the whole 
hog, but my guys, I guess they’d rather you snapped them from behind, 
out of focus. They’ve got families. Roland has children. Roland, av 
kemande! How many kids do you have? Three? And with how many 
women? Four?

Where do we start? How we communicate among ourselves? The Black 
Wolves are a Romani resistance group consisting of volunteers recruited 
from Slovakia and Hungary.

OK, I’ve turned it off. What’s the problem? You think I sound too 
formal? I see. But you have to understand that we have our own agenda. 
When I agreed to do this interview, I was thinking of our own goals. 
Surely I don’t have to explain to a journalist how the media shape public 
opinion? Sometimes I even think there’s no such thing as public opinion, 
there’s only what the media say. Plus what’s on Facebook. Seen us on 
Facebook? Someone has set up a group, I Love Black Wolf. It’s got one of 
my childhood photos. Take a look. I wonder where they got it from. I’m 
pleased but I have my reservations. It’s good for our cause but it makes it 
look like this whole thing is just my own vanity project. I Love Black Wolf 
– where’s the movement in that?

So let’s start again. I must admit that the Black Wolves have an internal 
communication problem. We have young Roma from Slovakia as well 
as from Hungary. Everyone, apart from me, speaks Romani. But I’m 
learning. How do I say black? Kale is the plural of black and wolves is ruva. 
Ruvestar balevas na ela. Can’t make a silk purse out of a wolf’s ear.

62 Peter Pečonka The Holy Butcher of Šamorín…
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My dad was a Gypsy, but one of your integrated ones. Yes, he held down 
a job all his life. He was a bus driver. He didn’t really keep in touch with 
his Roma family, he even moved to Bratislava.

We never talked about it but maybe you’re right, maybe he was 
ashamed of being a Rom. My mum was a gadjo but, how should I put it, in 
her heart of hearts she was e Romňi, even more than dad. In the summer 
she used to take us to visit dad’s relatives in the east. No, they didn’t 
live in a settlement. They lived in Košice. No! Not the notorious Luník 
estate! In a gadjo prefab block, where a ‘single integrated Roma family’ 
was generously allowed to rent. But some of our relatives did live down 
in the settlement. We went to see them a couple of times. In Moldava 
nad Bodvou it was. And that’s the whole point. In what sense? Well, mum 
knew how to have a good time with the Gypsies, singing, dancing, drinking 
away. Dad would just sit in the corner. In fact, he rarely went east with us. 
No, he’s no longer alive. He was killed seven years ago in a traffic accident. 
Run over by a lorry. A bus driver run over by a lorry on a pedestrian 
crossing! How’s that for a paradox! 

Of course my mum, she was a walking paradox, too. She was an 
accountant, worked in Bratislava for rich gadjos, but once a month she’d 
bundle us onto a train to Košice and when we got there she’d let her hair 
down, spend money like water. If she spent too much, dad would slap 
her across the face. But I don’t think she minded too much, I guess she 
thought it was proper Gypsy behaviour.

• Published by  
Artforum,  
Bratislava, 2016
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A leading Slovak prose writer and publicist 
with a degree in journalism, Veronika Šikulová 
complements her writing career by working as 
a librarian. She entered the literary scene in the 
1980s by publishing in literary journals, and her 
book-length debut came in 1997 with her collection 
Odtiene (Shades), which won the Ivan Krasko 
prize. Her writing style developed in books such 
as Domček jedným ťahom (A House in a Single 
Stroke, 2009), and Miesta v sieti (Places in the Net, 
2011). In 2015 Šikulová was the winner of Anasoft 
Litera Award, Slovakia’s most prestigious award 
for prose. The jury described her winning book 
Medzerový plod (Foulbrood, 2014) as “a mature 
work of literature, characterized by unusually 
intense vitality and lyricism,” and the author 
as a “confident virtuoso of language.” She lives 
and writes in the Malé Karpaty region. •

Veronika 
Šikulová 1967
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Veronika 
Šikulová 
Petrichor 
Extract translated by Magdalena Mullek •

Petrichor is a term used to describe the scent of 
soil after rain. Stories from Veronika Šikulová’s 
Petrichor leave a similarly delicate impression, 
reflecting the writer’s connection to the land and 
people in and around Malé Karpaty. Characters 
that move from story to story, sensual delights, 
enjoyment of the mundane, smells, sounds, and 
images, ordinary pleasures, and seemingly banal 
observations - all of this is captured in words that 
soak in “slowly, ever-so-slowly,” word by word 
into the reader’s mind, like rain into dry soil.
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Slowly, ever-so-slowly

I’m getting old, and my world is on its way out. A good half of it is 
already gone. The clock creaks on the wall and shows summertime. 
Sidewalks, walkways, and footpaths wind around the house and garden, 
leading nowhere. “Oh, footsteps, I could just take off.” But where to, and 
why? As you age, gradually, little by little you stop knitting the stocking or 
undershirt or sheet or shawl that is supposed to cover your world, make it 
look the way it should in the eyes of others. The work is done, in fact, it’s 
starting to fray here and there, and you have to expend more and more 
effort to stay warm, to keep the shawl together, so that things don’t show 
which aren’t supposed to, which wouldn’t be proper. In the eyes of others 
we all look the way we want to.

Speed has never suited me. Even when I wanted to be “zippy,” I ended 
up being slow, precisely because I was trying to be fast. Salvador Dali 
once said that the trick wasn’t getting from point A to point B as fast as 
possible, but as slowly as possible.

Speed and slowness are sisters. They borrow each other’s horse and 
tackle. Running suits youth, as do insatiability and hunger, the desire to 
reach everything quickly, to possess it, and to find out that we don’t need 
something that much after all, or conversely, that we need it very much, 
preferably right now. What if experience is falsely acquired wisdom? Most 
of the time experience just teaches you how little you need in life.

Change the tea kettle and let its sound carry through the kitchen, laugh 
about having to go by the store to pick up coffee, enjoy a cigarette which 
glows at night like a star right under your nose, flickers like a lighthouse 
and says we’re home, we have the heat and the lights on; delight in the 
bus that’s running late and lets you talk a little longer to the people in 
the square; it’s running late and dragging a humming song on its tires, 
dragging it from Modra all the way to Pezinok; at night its headlights 
illuminate our bags and coats and shocks of hair, as well as the woman 
with crutches who’s getting on the bus in the very same light, she has 
dropped her bags; and then there’s a request for a stop, the bus stops, 
opens its doors, and someone invisible gets off; the bus moves again, my 
hands, my feet, my bouncing head leaning against the window, we’re 
running late, today we’re behind schedule. Sometime I’d like to get off 
on a whim and be late for everything; I’d love to find out what drives my 
desire to get off at an unexpected place, to follow the other people who get 
off there, and figure out the reason for their trip, why they always leave 
so quickly and why no one pets the little dog that’s wagging its tail, why 
the little dog is waiting there, and for whom; I’d love to take a closer look 
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at the doll that someone has set up in a shop window, unwrapped it from 
its paper house; of course, the doll doesn’t know, dolls don’t know that at 
a certain age we girls start to really like them and want them, now good 
night my doll, tomorrow we’ll tell each other about it; the street can be 
sad or happy in the evening, just like in a movie, and then cut, a field or 
vineyards, which wind like movie reels.

Or some other time, pass by a ditch a hundred times, a ditch where 
costmary blooms in the fall, not get off, just know its bitter scent perfectly, 
love its color beyond reason, who’s in the ditch, who lives there? Autumn 
crocuses and grasshoppers, an ant that’s struggling with a load lighter 
than a feather; whose path ends in this gorge, what life has stopped in 
the midst of the chirping and whistling of tiny birds, what’s there that 
I haven’t seen or don’t know yet? Before Modra there is a tree-lined 
avenue that quivers when the wind blows, and birds in a field which looks 
like it has the measles or some other illness because of the lumps of soil 
that no one breaks up or crumbles in his hands. Sometimes the wind is so 
skittish as if it were afraid to come out, and when it rains, there are storks 
over by that bog, and other birds go to drink there too, birds whose names 
I don’t know; I can imagine the water, how they muddy it and churn it, 
and maybe how they get goose bumps when they step into it; and someone 
is walking along the road from Vinosady, another person is rushing after 
him, maybe he’s lost. In the morning the fox walks along the same road, 
its color looks good against the dry grass. We’re coming into Modra, or on 
other days into Pezinok, the streets twist and turn, they meander, there 
are no idyllic groves, only empty spaces with tired people who carry keys 
to locked doors in their pockets, keys to worlds that smell like their home, 
not like mine; I secretly visit all of my fellow travellers and the people 
I meet; I get lost and can’t get out, although no one has locked me in at 
their place, they weren’t even expecting me. People laugh and it’s strange 
if you don’t feel like laughing just then, if you don’t care about their joys 
or care very little; and sometimes you see a girl crying at the bus stop, you 
want to touch her and downplay her troubles, as big as the world.

With age you get used to the fact that you’re alone, that contrary to 
expectations, speed doesn’t matter, and that you don’t need to know 
exactly where you’re going because you’ll always run into someone. 
I don’t want to know either. I would love to get lost sometimes, but 
I can’t seem to; there are roads everywhere, opening up in front of me 
like a magic table from a fairytale, offering, inviting my feet and eyes, and 
maybe later I’ll find out that all the roads are alike, if not the same.

The art of slowing down. The sun moseys around outside the house. 
Open a window. And the song the Šenkvice train carries at night 
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disappears somewhere beyond the fields. Drunk men wander the streets, 
laughing. Their songs are different than the ones they used to sing. 
Somewhere a woman yells, not in a way that evokes compassion, but 
curiosity. 

I feel a lot more compassion for the birds, or the other fox that lives 
behind our blue gate beyond the fields. A nightingale sings, and in the 
mornings a cuckoo calls. A blackbird wakes up, and falls out of its nest, 
still half-asleep.

When someone dies, bells toll. People dressed in black come together, 
and all kinds of flower arrangements gather too. It’s a Band-Aid for the 
relatives’ wound, which will come off by the evening. But that’s as it 
should be. The house is suddenly full of strangers, and we breathe a sigh 
of relief after they leave. At a certain age grief is more beautiful than all 
kinds of fleeting joys. At a certain age you stop rushing, and if you rush, 
you do it slowly. Then at night, in bed, you develop photographs that have 
a vintage feel, and all of them turn out well. The undeveloped ones best of 
all.

Speed tends to go around unkempt. Drops of water slide down a roof; 
it’s raining, and that’s usually good for the field and the yield. The house 
is drowning in water and everything tinkles; whatever seeps into the 
walls makes you happy, as does the thought that in the end it will stop 
raining and the sun will come out and reflect off the droplets and boglets, 
and you’re also happy because all of this has happened before, and you’ve 
already seen these photos a hundred times, but the mere fact that they try 
to push their way in front of your eyes so vehemently, and smell flowery to 
boot, stops you from pulling out the buckets and cleaning up.

A garden has to be tended. Or not. The birds don’t care. I pick flowers in 
which goldsmith beetles live, or I shake a bee or an ant out of them; in the 
end I feel sorry for the flowers, I’d rather throw them out; after all, who 
am I to dare and what do I know!

It’s a good thing that roses have thorns; if they don’t stop you, at least 
they slow you down. It’s a good thing that the dog finds a spot between the 
peonies and poops there without a second thought. It’s a good thing the 
clock sometimes runs slow.

Examine your face in the mirror ever-so-slowly. Not like a girl, 
differently. A face is like a landscape; paleness suits it. And the wrinkles 
streak away from the eyes as if they were running into fields. When I cry, 
my eyes are two wet lakes. They work day and night; sometimes I feel like 
I’m nothing but eyes, but the reality is that I’m hidden somewhere behind 
bars of bones, wrapped in skin. My fingers caress my face, as if they were 
walking, different places make different sounds; my friend on the other 
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side of the mirror and I stand face to face, vis-à-vis, we look at each other 
and have no words; she never had them, and I don’t feel like talking. 
Beauty is a gift, and when it changes something like its consistency, it 
always gets stuck in another form; it transforms into something like that 
falsely acquired wisdom, also known as experience. In the mirror I see 
that my youthful self-love has been spent like soap, but I no longer feel 
anxious, quite the opposite; I’m slowing down, I don’t sew or knit, once in 
a while I patch something here or there so that I don’t get cold, and so that 
I can cover the children, if need be.

In the end the children will free themselves from me. I will watch 
them with teary eyes. I have a weakness for them that’s hard to overcome. 
What monster has torn them away from my affection? I know that one 
day I will be far from the embraces of their soft hands, which may end up 
hard like mine, far from their poetry; they’re leaving, even though they’re 
here; I take deep breaths, they leave over the fields and forests, past all the 
hills and valleys from the fairy tales I used to tell them; break off a twig 
of copper, silver, and gold, just to come back and find out there’s no one 
left to touch with it. They will go to cities, walk down streets, but I’ll be 
the only one who knows that I’m setting the beat for their journey, the 
rhythm and the meter, that their steps will always follow the beating of 
my heart.

Slow life is cheerful. There’s ringing off in the distance, and if the sun 
happens to shine in that spot, we think it’s the sun ringing. Light, like 
morning, permeates everything. At times like those I feel that even in my 
head all is clear as day. It suffices to walk by the playground to hear such 
peals of joy: because your hands touched inside a sand tunnel, because 
you hit upon the melody of a long-forgotten song, even though to others 
you sound off-key. A slow person thinks slowly and isn’t bothered by 
missing a note. The other note, the inaudible one that only the singer can 
hear, is pure as alabaster; besides, does it really matter?

I have a clear head and my door is wide open and shut. The grapevines 
grow each year, and thrive. And they’re not in a hurry either. The vines 
know they’ll be wine someday, and they’ve got time.

People say that we’re dying from the get-go. But that’s not completely 
true. Take memories, for instance, how they can prolong a moment. Think 
about Brittany or Provence, places where we were cheerful and happy. 
But happiness likes to rush. Or think about Paris, which I only know 
from literature. Oh, to visit it for three days and have a little fun. And cry 
a little. Of course, it’s dull talking about memories; everyone has his own. 
In the end we will forget, and our memories will disappear the way ships 
disappear over the horizon.
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Any of us could say the same things about life. And about time. About 
how we can ruin it with too many concerns, especially when we’re young.

We often think about foreign lands. About the faces of our friends, 
or about love. And how well we can think about our own country! Our 
journeys are oh-so-long. We lose all kinds of things along the way. Mostly 
our illusions, as time goes on. First we start to forget about nature, but 
all of a sudden a pear tree gets in our way somewhere behind a fence, and 
we step into a different train car, and all the fruit trees of our childhood 
await us on the platform, and over there blooms the neighbor’s rosebush, 
the one we smelled a hundred times, the one that succumbed to blight; 
and grandma’s bluebells jingle and Our Lady’s tears bloom and ring in 
the forests; a procession of all those flowers and trees comes toward us, 
they’re not in a hurry, and in their midst the neighbors’ tomcats, the 
lost dog Jimmy I used to go looking for with my friend every afternoon, 
Chicky that had been eaten by the dog, a little bird that used to say, 
Olinka, Olinka, I love you, and Olinka is there too, and she’s well, and 
the snake we killed slithers among the birdies he had eaten, and they’re 
not angry. And all our pains have faded, our cares have flown away, and 
the weak are strong; Dad carries wet muddy lettuce with panache, and 
uncle Hrnčír plays the rifle, Grandma is wiping her hands on her apron 
and saying, God be with us and deliver us from evil; auntie Ilka who had 
a number from the concentration camp on the back of her hand doesn’t 
pay off her creditors in golden earrings and bracelets, instead on her wrist 
she has the bracelet I lost, the one with large aquamarines; her husband 
Cyril is carrying a ball so that he can kick it for the dogs and play soccer, 
and above his head fly all the pigeons we have eaten; and there are steam 
locomotives, they give off sparks, but Grandma doesn’t cover our eyes. 

• Published by  
Slovart,  
Bratislava, 2016
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Studied journalism, has worked as the editor of 
various journals, currently is a freelance writer. She 
writes poetry, prose and public affairs commentary. 
Under the pseudonym of Mina Murrayová she made 
her debut with a short story collection Tak čo teda? 
(So Then, What?, 2001). With Peter Macsovszky 
she wrote the controversial Klebetromán 
(Gossipnovel, 2004). Books where she has engaged 
with women’s issues, often taboo themes, include 
Dve čiarky nádeje (Two Lines of Hope, 2007), 
Jedy (Poisons, 2008), Topánky z papiera (Paper 
Shoes, 2009), Čakáreň (Waiting Room, 2010) 
and Materská (Maternity Leave, 2012). •

Denisa 1967 

Fulmeková
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Denisa 
Fulmeková 
Lily of the 
Valley 
Extract translated by Jonathan Gresty •

The story of Vali Reiszová, a Jewish girl who during 
the Holocaust became the mother of a child by 
the Franciscan monk and prominent Slovak poet 
Rudolf Dilong. The relationship of Dilong and 
the young Valéria began in interwar Malacky, and 
Valéria afterwards escaped deportation principally 
due to his efforts. When the war ended Dilong 
clandestinely emigrated overseas, and Valéria 
remained alone with their child. Moreover, as 
the former companion of a prominent poet of the 
clerico-fascist Slovak state, she faced persecution 
by the communist state power. In the 1960s Dilong 
wrote for the first time to his daughter Dagmar, then 
eighteen years old. The author Denisa Fulmeková 
is the granddaughter of Valéria and Dilong.
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75 Denisa Fulmeková Lily of the Valley

15

The fateful moment is approaching. They will meet and I can already see 
them: she, a nineteen-year-old beauty in love with poetry and her young 
life and he, a charismatic thirty-one-year old with strikingly dark eyes. 
Slovak literary history will consider him one of the leading personalities 
of Catholic modernism.

18

In the one-floor building of the Bersón tavern there is a discussion taking 
place with two famous writers. How could the nineteen-year-old Vali 
not be there? The Malacky native Ľudo Zúbek reads out his article about 
Slovak literature and then Dilong recites his verses. The emotion and 
power in his voice electrifies the room. And not only does he write strong, 
deeply felt poetry, he is also strikingly handsome! For a brief moment 
they look into each other’s eyes, neither knowing that they will retain that 
image in their heads for the rest of their lives. 

When Vali gets ready to leave at the end of the event, Dilong speaks to 
her by the stone portal. He stops her with a greeting, a small gesture and 
a question which is more rhetorical than otherwise:

“Do you like poetry, young lady?”
Slightly startled, she nods her head but admits that she has none of his 

work.
“Come to see me and I will give you some,” he replies, in a tone which 

one may construe as imperative.

19

What – or who – did she think of that evening? And where did she 
find the courage to go to the Franciscan monastery the next day to 
ask the guardian if he could meet with the poet? She then waited until 
he appeared with a pile of books, not only of his poems but also of 
translations of French poets: of Claudel, Baudelaire and Rimbaud, his 
favourites no doubt.

Lending books became a good pretext for their meeting together. 
How these meetings grew into secret trysts outside the monastery and 
when the point came that their relationship could be described as a love 
affair are details which we often cannot determine even with our own 
relationships. 
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My brother writes to me and asks if I have started writing that book in 
which ‘the tale of two infatuated fools takes place against a background of 
historical carnage.’

I am annoyed by his question and ask if he has ever been in love. How 
dare he describe them as fools?!

He replies to say he has and adds: ” I was always an infatuated fool 
whenever I was in love. Were you any different?”

“You can’t just ridicule love like that,” I write back afraid that my 
sceptical side might end up agreeing with him. But I would be happier if 
he just retracted what he had said. 

21

“I have also written some poems,” Vali tells Rudko one day. It is hard for 
her to talk about them with him; he is, after all, an acclaimed modernist 
poet whereas she is just a beginner whose poems ‘are probably still 
childish and naïve’ (as she described them many years later in a radio 
programme).

He does not look down at her work, though, no doubt because he is in 
love with her but perhaps also because he treats poetry with the utmost 
respect and sees the poet as someone who suffers. He is an artist who 
will suffer every privation for his art. Pain is for him like breathing and 
those feelings of sadness and being misunderstood are the tax he has to 
pay for his talent and a central feature of his character. Even though he 
will be remembered as a boisterous socialite, a genial companion and the 
life and soul of every gathering, there is always a sense of solitude and 
exclusion about him: ”Dilong is a little like an electric lightbulb,” Ján Okáľ 
will one day write about him many years later. “If the current of thoughts 
and feelings is flowing through him, his whole personality radiates light. 
But if nothing around interests him and the world of thoughts and feelings 
disappears, Dilong goes out as if a switch was pressed and the bulb, which 
a moment before was a source of light, changes into a cold and hard object 
made of metal and glass.” 

Now, however, he is in love with this enchanting Jewish girl called Vali 
and there is no way now to break the strong bond between them. Who 
knows, perhaps that is what makes a love affair a fateful one. Such an 
affair has just begun in interwar Malacky.

76 Denisa Fulmeková Lily of the Valley
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With reference to this, my favourite quotation from a novel by the 
Swedish writer, Agneta Pleijel (‘Winter in Stockholm’, p.45) is “A story is 
waiting, coiled up like a snake, in every moment of existence.” 

24

Mária Reiszová, Valéria’s mother, suffered from severe diabetes and the 
treatment patients received then, consisting of various misconceived 
diets, tended to harm more than to help. Mária had problems with her 
legs, suddenly she could no longer walk and bed-ridden, died in great 
pain shortly after her sixtieth birthday. Her love-smitten daughter was 
officially an adult by then but still on the threshold of full womanhood. 
The presence of a devoted mother would have been a support to her. It 
was 1938.

25

To lose her mother was devastating but she still had her father and 
brothers – as well as her sweetheart, of course, who Valika’s father had 
taken a great liking to. “Given the times are so bad, I can’t stand in your 
way,” Herman would tell his daughter. “It is destiny that the two of you 
have met.”

26

In 1939, the Slovak state is founded and it is not called clerofascist by 
accident. A representative of the church, Dilong publishes a book that 
year with a politically-loaded title On Guard! in which he celebrates the 
new country and the Hlinka Guard, urging its members: Guardists, take 
arms! (from the poem ‘Guardists at the Front’). There are also verses to 
mark the very day the new Slovak state is born: When spring approached 
at its gentle pace,/the first swallows arrived/God, the great giver, had 
sent them to us,/And with rejoicing hearts/ we wrote postcards to heaven/
dated March 14th. And his sweetheart is a Jew….Though officially only 
until February because in the municipal registry there is an entry stating 
that she converted from the Judaic religion to the Roman-Catholic one 
with effect from February 8th 1939. Signed with her own name, Valéria 
Reiszová.
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She had become a katechumenka, an adult preparing for baptism, in 
August of the previous year. She had certainly made that decision in her 
fear of what the growing antisemitism of the time might bring but it is 
also possible under Dilong’s influence she had discovered her faith. In 
his work Rose Dagmar, the poet writes (p.60): “You surely remember me 
asking you why you were baptized. You replied: Because I love Jesus.”

Whatever it was that led her to this act, the stigma of being Jewish 
during the years of the Slovak Republic could not be eradicated.

27

Nothing was kept secret in Malacky so how could the relationship 
between Valina and the Franciscan Dilong be? The church authorities 
decided that Rudolf Dilong would be transferred from Malacky to 
Hlohovec. Marián Kamenčík includes in his article the April 14th 1939 
entry of the Hlohovec Franciscan monastery’s chronicler: “Today the 
leading Slovak and Franciscan poet, Mr Rudolf Dilong, was received into 
the monastery and granted the function of catechist, confessor and preacher. 
He is a very complex and rather sad person.”

Despite this transfer, however, the church was unable to stop his 
relationship with Valéria. Their meetings continued and to make them 
easier, the Franciscan used the money he had won as literary prizes 
(the National Prize of General Milan R. Štefánik which he won for his 
collection, I, St. Francis, perhaps also the Matica literary prize) to buy 
a motorbike. Although the rules of his order stated that he should devote 
his energies to the monastery, he made trips from Hlohovec to Malacky 
on his motorbike and sometimes sat her on the back and headed into the 
Záhorie hills.

28

In February 1940 a collection called Muškát (Geranium) is published 
with a print run of a thousand copies. The author uses the pseudonym 
Ria Valé. In the book there is a portrait of an unknown lady – a hat and 
a high leather collar hide part of her face but the darkness of the eyes 
suggest they may be those of the famous poet. Is it or isn’t it Dilong? The 
poems of Ria Valé do not have his maturity of style so who would dare 
do such a thing, wonder people in literary circles. The most enlightened 
people know however. The Nový svet weekly magazine of the time in its 
Easter-themed issue of March 23rd 1940 writes: “A collection of poems 
by the mysterious Ria Valé, who presents herself to the public in a most 
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unusual way, is proving to be a publishing sensation. She does not want the 
world to know her but wishes to remain as unknown and low-profile as her 
name. She offers her verses in which her modest heart beats and her soul 
breathes. She hides from the world – her eyes are a deep well and a riddle.“ 
Paradoxically, perhaps, the collection was also mentioned in the people’s 
front newspapers Slovák and Gardista.

When Vali asked Dilong to advise her on whether she should publish 
the book in her own name, he discouraged her from drawing too much 
attention to herself. Muškát came out in the Lipa edition published by 
Unás and was edited by Laco Gálik and Svetoslav Veigl, a young friend of 
Dilong’s and another of the so-called Catholic modernists.

Another poet, Ctibor Štítnický, wrote to Dilong with reference to 
Muškát and his apparent pseudonym, and said: “People are claiming 
Ria Valé and Rudo Dilong are the same person. I have studied this new 
collection and cannot believe that Rudo Dilong would show such a decline 
in form. This collection has all the characteristics of a literary debut. So 
please, do tell us who this Ria Valé is. Apparently you climbed Ďumbier 
together- your names are both written in the visitors’ book.” 

In a letter of September 9th 1940, Dilong writes back to Štítnický: 
“What do you wish to know about the poet Ria Valé? She is a pretty twenty-
three-year-old girl, is one of the Almighty’s own tribe and is greatly suffering 
these days. God will see that one day we will be redeemed.“ 

• Published by  
Slovart,  
Bratislava, 2016
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Vanda Rozenbergová is a three-time finalist in 
the Poviedka short story competition  (2001, 
2005, 2006). 2011 saw the publication of her 
story collection Vedľajšie účinky chovu drobných 
hlodavcov (Side-effects of the Raising of Small 
Rodents); her novel Moje more (My Sea) appeared 
in 2012, and three years later a further collection 
of prose pieces, Slobodu bažantom (Freedom for 
the Pheasants), which was nominated for the final 
of the Anasoft Litera Award. She lives in Prievidza, 
where she works as a bibliographer in a library. •

Vanda 
Rozen
bergová 1971 
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Vanda 
Rozenbergová 
Man in De-
pression, Chil-
dren in Love
Extract translated by Julia and Peter Sherwood •

The latest book from the Anasoft Litera Award 
finalist is the story of a young man who has the 
first twenty five years of life behind him and would 
like to support a family without a mother, guard 
his sister, raise his brother, and also take care of 
the man who lives in a pit… This prose describes 
human feelings with unsentimental and yet fragile 
language. In a direct and natural manner the 
author constructs layers of humour, sadness, and 
the uncommonness of ordinary days and things.
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83 Vanda Rozenbergová Man in Depression, Children in Love

Leaving Eden

We had an argument about what colour suited Mum best. I claimed 
it was red but Valéria was ready to go to war and said absolutely not red. 
“Nonsense, ever seen her wearing a red dress?” she yelled and angrily 
made for the cellar door where the boxes of Mum’s clothes were stored. 
“Kindly change the subject,” said Cabrera and when we asked him what 
he thought, he insisted it had been white and all the lighter shades of 
grey, beige and brown that that suited Mum best. “My words exactly,” 
said my sister and gave him a hug. I gave in. You’re always alone with 
your stories. Grandmother Edita didn’t live with us permanently and 
Dad never joined in. Edita’s enormous blue eyes dominated her face 
making everything around them shrink. She kept tugging on her sleeves 
to keep her bony wrists covered. My Mum had also been petite, but not 
like this. My Dad never sat with us, he was in a depression. None of his 
old friends ever came to see him anymore. I didn’t try to find out why 
even though in the past they would hang around our courtyard all the 
time and were quite happy to help themselves to anything growing 
there. They’d tell Mum to be nice to Dad. “Give him some breathing 
space, Elenka,” they guffawed, typical Usranec yokels. 

Mum would water the tomatoes and go back in the house.
One summer, four years ago it was, a yellow Felicia pulled up in front 

of our house. It was Dad’s cousin and her husband although we weren’t 
really sure and only opened the door after Dad gave a sign that it was all 
right to let them in.

This was the first time we’d seen the woman. She must have heard 
rumours about her cousin living in depression. But seeing is believing. 
After being a bit nonplussed by our garden gate, which has only one 
operational hinge, and a tub containing a blood-covered axe sitting on 
the stairs, they found somewhere to sit. They were in luck – apart from 
Dad’s couch there was an armchair and a few chairs around. Mum made 
some coffee, put some breadsticks into a tall glass and crisps in a cut 
glass bowl. “You play the host,” she said to Dad and went off to feed the 
chickens. Well, well, so this is Dad’s cousin, we thought as we inspected 
the plump blonde and her bald husband from behind the curtains while 
Dad had a little chat with them in the kitchen.

When Mum had finished feeding the chickens she shouted through 
the window that she’d just fill the watering cans and then be right back 
with us. Cousin Judita grabbed the glass with the breadsticks and went 
out into the garden and her husband Oto picked up the bowl with the 
crisps and went out after her. Dad had no choice but to follow and 
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take a look around. “Have you thought of laying out a soaker hose out 
here?” asked Oto, watching Mum’s taut arm muscles as she put down 
a full watering can, then another, and then a third. “Yes, we have,” Dad 
replied.

“And have you ever thought of some kind of a garden shower so 
you can freshen up?” Oto asked, watching Mum wipe traces of mud 
off her hands on an old towel hanging from a tree. “We have,” Dad 
said. Mum handed me the axe: “Peter will now chop some logs and 
we’re done,” she smiled. A few pieces every day so that come winter 
there’d be just enough wood chopped for the fire. “Have you thought 
of getting a chainsaw, preferably a petrol one?” Oto asked, examining 
the logs stacked up under a tarpaulin, which would last roughly until 
mid-February, depending on how cold it might be. “We have,” replied 
Dad and his middle finger swished through the air. He raised his arm 
high to greet some guys in the street. When I was younger I didn’t 
believe that a dog had bitten off Dad’s fingers even though his friends 
said it was a dog that had fucked up his hand. A dachshund it was. 
A long time, before he started driving his tanks, Dad used to go to the 
bar for a couple of beers and a cigarette and his friends would tease 
him about his finger because he used to wind it around his cigarette to 
hold it. Sometimes I tried to raise the issue of Dad’s fucked up fingers 
with Edita. She claimed she couldn’t remember what had happened. 
Strangely enough, nobody knew exactly what had happened. The dog 
was the only one who knew. Apparently Edita went to the shops to buy 
some fruit and veg while her boy, my Dad, stayed outside and played. 
The greengrocer’s was in a small town square, where a World War II 
cannon commemorated the town’s partisan history. My four-year-
old Dad climbed on it and sat on the barrel dangling his legs. Some 
unknown citizen tied his dachshund to the cannon and went to the 
butcher’s. In those days people used to buy diet sausages and Debrecen 
salami, it was a novelty, Edita recalled. The whole neighbourhood was 
shattered by a scream, and people came running out of the butcher’s 
and the greengrocer’s. I tried to picture the scene. Edita claims not to 
remember what happened next. Dad said an ambulance arrived and 
a paramedic put a mask to his face. When he woke up everything was 
white and that’s all he can remember. Actually, there is one other thing 
he remembers: “They put me in this incredibly uncomfortable bed,” 
he said, and when it comes to comfort he knows his onions. “Weird, 
no?” he says every now and then, wagging his middle finger in front of 
people’s faces.
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Dad, the tank driver, lives in a depression. It’s not a depression above 
the Atlantic, not a black dog kind of depression, it’s not an economic 
depression either. It’s a depression in a couch. This is where Dad 
launches his virtual tanks from. Someone else might develop useful 
skills because of a handicap like this. What Dad learned was how to 
rest, a long, long time ago.

• Published by  
Slovart,  
Bratislava, 2017
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Slovak prose-writer and literary scholar. He 
works at the Linguistics Institute of the Slovak 
Academy of Sciences, where among other things 
he engages with the history of the detective genre. 
One result of this interest of his is Tajomstvo 
a vražda (Mystery and Murder, 2011), a study 
of the models and developmental phases of the 
detective story. Tomáš Horváth made his prose 
fiction debut in 1992 with a short story collection 
Akozmia (Acosmia), followed by Niekoľko náhlych 
konfigurácií (A Number of Sudden Configurations, 
1997), Divák (Spectator, 2002), and Antikvariát 
(The Second-hand Bookshop, 2004). He also 
attracted attention with a scholarly monograph 
devoted to the work of Dušan Mitana (2000). •

Tomáš 
Horváth 1971
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Tomáš 
Horváth 
Ghostly  
Investiga-
tions 
Extract translated by Julia and Peter Sherwood •

At what moment does the hero become part 
of the story? Will yet another schoolmate be 
found to have vanished in the bowels of a comic? 
In this collection of eight short stories by the 
experienced yarn-spinner Tomáš Horváth the 
author plays a sophisticated game with genre 
boundaries and traditional readers’ habits.
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89 Tomáš Horváth Ghostly Investigations

Gravel

It Is my intention to write a short story in which I am a psychiatrist who 
observes, examines and treats a patient suffering from paranoid delusions 
and neurotic syndromes. He will be prone to hallucinations but aware of 
the fact that they are hallucinations. He will use a private language and 
I will have some difficulty deciphering it and reaching out to him; he will 
resist letting me into his world. I will have a study furnished in a medically 
austere and functional way, with a sterile white cover over my desk and 
the examination bed. It is a study with a view of white-capped sea waves 
breaking on the rocky coast where the sanatorium I am working in is 
located. The nearest town is thirty kilometres away. Whenever I need 
something small or some personal item I get into my Mini minor: I drive 
down a road carved out of the deep greenery of cool conifers, I am tossed 
to and fro by the sharp turns on the gradually descending road. My patient 
will be a man aged about, in fact precisely (I have to know after all, being 
his doctor) thirty-seven, of slender build, sunken into himself, not very tall. 
The few distinguished features his face has retained are not remnants of 
his past mental strength but, ironically, have been subsequently generated 
by his illness. In his face they suggest the suffering that he has endured.

I will create a nurse. She will be in her early fifties, with features that 
are somewhat rough, yet with a hint of the maternal. She will have a stout, 
brawny figure. I don’t know anything about her past or present private 
life; this sanatorium is her private life. Once a month she takes four 
days’ leave (to which she is fully entitled) and leaves for parts unknown. 
I make no effort to find out where. Sometimes, as I mentioned, I go to the 
nearby town. I can neither drive nor do I hold a driver’s licence, one of 
our schizoid patients (no longer alive) taught me enough to enable me to 
drive along this road from the sanatorium to town, which is not used by 
any other vehicles because there isn’t anywhere to go. I wouldn’t dare to 
venture on any other road. This one I can manage with my eyes closed; 
I know exactly when to change gear and in what sequence, when to turn 
the wheel and at what angle, so I often close my eyes and drive the whole 
way blindly, seeing only dark green and rich red circles flash before my 
eyes. Circles, hoops… I always park the car just before reaching the sign 
bearing the name of the town.

I will also have a male hospital attendant, a gorilla in his late fifties, 
with thick, bulbous fingers covered in reddish hairs. His nearly bald head 
will sprout tightly shorn grey hairs fine as a newly hatched chick’s down. 
Mist settles on the coast. The cool Baltic. I am the only doctor at the 
sanatorium, nobody pokes their nose into my methods of treatment.
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I see a white hoop, or rather a cogwheel with an endless number of 
teeth. It is wedged into another, gap-toothed cogwheel…

“Can you count them?” I asked him. 
“No, I can’t. The number of teeth is endless.”
“What about the other cogwheel?”
“I don’t know which other cogwheel you mean. There’s an endless 

number of cogwheels here. The gap hurts terribly. I keep seeing the gap 
on the cogwheel all the time. I want to turn away from it, close my eyes, 
but that is precisely why I see it.”

“Open your eyes,” I said, “I’m here.”
He looked at me as if pleading for something. “In that case, one 

endlessness is greater than another endlessness, and that’s what the 
dispute is about.”

His eyes began to blink with greater intensity.
“You see an endless number of cogwheels, each of them with an endless 

number of teeth. That means there has to be an endless number of teeth, 
and this number of teeth thus has to be an endless multiple of the number 
of cogwheels, the number of which is also endless.”

He pressed his hands to his ears. He yelled: “Stop it! Enough! Are some 
of the cogwheels situated horizontally? Or are we dealing a mechanism 
that is exclusively vertical? Aren’t the cogwheels actually spheres,” - 
Enough! Enough! – “spheres with an endless number of grooves, similar 
to the cylinders in encoding machines, meaning that not only the 
cogwheel’s perimeter but the entire surface of the sphere is set with an 
endless number of teeth?”

He threw himself on the floor and started to writhe about. His thin black 
hair got matted from a drop of foam from his mouth that landed on it.

“Is it just a potential or an actual endlessness?” I asked.
He pricked up his ears. The writhing stopped and he looked at me from 

the floor.
“Are you counting all the teeth and can’t come to the end, or are you 

able to take in all at once the endlessly many cogwheels with all their 
teeth, whose number is endlessly greater than the endless number of 
cogwheels?”

He began to howl. In his straitjacket he dashed towards the white 
leatherette-covered wall. He collided violently with the cushioned, foam-
filled wall. The door opened and the nurse came in. The patient was lying 
on the floor in a daze. The nurse handed me his temperature chart: over 
the past week the patient had run a mild fever and had a slight cough. 
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“Were you able to stabilize his temperature?” I asked the nurse about 
the effect of applying black leeches to the patient’s temples. They always 
gave him nausea, making him throw up, and the attendant had to clamp 
him in a vice and twist his left arm back towards his neck so that the 
treatment could be applied.

“Their blood circulation is merging with mine,” the patient screamed, 
“they are becoming me!”

“His temperature has gone down,” the nurse said in a strange voice. 
I reached for the temperature chart. It took my breath away. The patient’s 
temperature was 27 degrees centigrade, which meant that he was 
clinically dead. 

As I came up to him, he gave a jerk and tried to kick me. I walked 
around him and put my hand on his forehead. My hand went numb with 
cold.

Today I went into the forest and suddenly lost my bearings. This was 
not the same landscape as around here, where the ground is carpeted with 
dried needles, where you enter the trees like a stage set, and in the depths 
of the forest it is dark even in daytime. On the contrary, the sun was 
beating down from the sky, a mild breeze ruffled the leaves (oh, so these 
were deciduous trees, unlike here) and I heard gentle rustling. I squatted 
down and touched the black muddy earth, black like the leeches. A spring 
gurgled under my hand. When I raised my hand I saw blood bubbling up 
from beneath the earth. Black blood, like the deoxygenated blood in our 
veins, flowing towards the bushes. The minute it touched the leaves it 
burned them like acid. I stood up and at that moment someone ran past 
me inaudibly. I couldn’t see his face. I turned over the palm of my hand to 
look at it, it was slightly muddy and a tiny leaf was stuck to it. That is when 
I realised that the gentle noise I had taken for the rustling of leaves was 
the roar of an approaching crowd.

This is a dream, I thought to myself but I didn’t wake up. I wanted to 
shake the leaf off my hand as it had got stuck to it and but I failed, so I took 
it between my fingers and pulled. Ouch! I felt that the leaf was not stuck to 
my hand but rather growing out of it: I felt my blood throbbing in it. It was 
a thick, tuberous leaf, I could feel my pulse in it, it felt alien. I punched 
the nearest tree with my fist, badly hurting my knuckles. The bark came 
off where I hit the tree. Thousands of white worms were teeming there, 
a world I had disturbed. Right now I am running, the noise of the crowd is 
coming closer. They are livid. Right now I am running, my feet sink into 
the carpet of moss and at the same time as I’m running barefoot on the 
moss, I am sitting here in front of you with my feet tied up. They will catch 
me. They will catch me. Any moment. 
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“Can you see the cogwheels when I’m here?” I asked. “When I see you, 
the world vanishes. You cancel out the world, and suddenly you’re here. 
I know that right know I’m running in my forest, in my private forest. 
Right now I’m falling into a camouflaged pit, it’s padded with soft leaves, 
I am sinking into the soft soil that is me. I am doing breaststroke in the 
loose soil. I am breathing in the space I am ploughing through but I can’t 
crawl, the earth is too dense for that.”

I watch the breakwater redirect the bulk of the rushing water to the 
nearby bay. A boat is rocking on the horizon. Its coat of blue paint is 
peeling off, its sails are lowered, I watch it slowly sink. Raindrops are 
breaking up on the window of my study, I’m holding a copy of Krafft-
Ebing open in my hand. I install gas heating in the study, I turn the switch, 
it’s chilly outside. A knock.

Now I’m sitting at my desk. “What is it, nurse?” “The patients are calm.” 
I swung round on my swivel chair. She was walking towards me. Before my 
face I suddenly saw her work-worn, strong, rough and ruddy hands. As if 
she’d been washing her dirty knickers in the icy sea on a chilly morning. 
“What are you doing, nurse?” I try to give my voice the severe quality it 
normally has. And usually it makes her say humbly: Yes, doctor. “Nurse…”

One of her strong work-worn hands clasped my flaccid penis. It was 
completely lost inside it. The nurse. I wanted to get up but she gently 
pushed me into the seat, toppling the mobile anatomic chair. Only now 
did I realise how strong the stout nurse was, although she was shorter 
than me: she was incomparably stronger than I am. She could easily have 
killed me! I screamed. Perhaps the attendant would take my side, not 
hers, perhaps he would overpower her. Something flashed before my eyes 
and the next thing I felt was a dull pain. A fiery flash flared through the 
darkness in my eyes.

“If you scream it will hurt,” she whispered hoarsely, pulling away the 
hand with which she had slapped me across the face. She gave my organ 
a squeeze. I sagged into the chair. She loosened her grip somewhat. A tiny 
warm stream slithered out of the corner of my mouth, I felt the metallic 
taste of another, bigger stream spurting out of my nose. Although the 
coarse ends of her fingers aroused me immensely my organ remained 
utterly flaccid. It stayed soft even as I ejaculated into her hand. She pulled 
away. A hint of mockery suddenly flickered in the eyes of the primitive 
country crone.

She wiped the semen off her hand into my hair. She slammed the door 
shut as if she were angry. Clutching my head in my hands, my hair wet 
with my semen, I collapsed on the desk. Medical reports fell to the floor 
with a dark rumble. I wept. 
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The world I escape into is very austere. It contains only things I have 
created myself. The only things I find in it are the ones I have placed 
there. The cogwheels have exactly as many teeth as I give them. When 
I look more closely at the perforated surface of the sphere, all I see are 
the bulges I already knew I would find there. My patient is a prisoner of 
his own world, and I am a prisoner of my own text: as a narrator I am its 
product.

Today I hypnotized the patient again.
“The sea. The calm sea.”
He was lying on the couch with his feet tied up, his hands fastened to 

the side rail. “He’s coming. He’s coming to get me.”
His voice was a monotone, dead. His eyes were as empty as the sea. 

I stood above him, putting myself in the line of his sight. “He is coming 
closer,” he said. “Here any moment!” He wiggled about, his pupils 
reeling. He was waking up. He would regularly wake up from hypnosis. 
He was resistant to my hypnotist’s skills. He said, now back with me: “I’m 
terrified of statues with unknown faces.”

“Do you know any faces?” I asked. I blinked in surprise as he suddenly 
gave me a sharp look. He saw me, registered me.

He gave a rational response. “Of course. Yours, for example, doctor. Or 
the fat old chap’s in a white coat. Is he a doctor, too?” He was referring 
to the attendant. However, he resolutely refused to acknowledge the 
existence of the nurse.

“She takes your temperature every day,” I said. “She’s the one who 
applies the nasty black leeches that suck your blood.” I summoned her 
by ringing the bell by his bed that he never used. I thought his mental 
capacity wasn’t up to it: devising a plan (: I want to ring the bell) and 
implementing it (: ringing the bell).

I looked out of the barred window. The sea was surprisingly calm. 
A man in a trenchcoat was walking along the coast. He was leaning into 
the wind as it blew against him. Although I couldn’t hear it I imagined 
the squeaking of the gravel under his lacquered shoes. Wind and calm 
sea…

“That’s him,” said my patient. 
I glanced at him. He was lying there, strapped to the bed. “Who?” 

I asked. He had no way of knowing what I had seen from the window. 
“Who is… him? Who is supposed to be coming?”

“They will come again…” he said in a monotone. “The statues will 
come. They were here last night. They flew about the room. They crashed 
into the walls. They smashed against the walls. A statue would shatter 
but the shards never fell to the ground. They dissolved.”
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The door opened. I looked into her dull, frozen face. As if nothing had 
happened. I walked with her to the bed and placed her within the line of 
his sight. “Do you recognize her?” I asked. “Lee-ches.” I said.

“You’re on your own here, doctor,” he insisted.
“You can go,” I said to the nurse. She opened the door and was almost 

outside, but before closing it behind her she suddenly said: “Tonight.” My 
knees trembled.

“They’re coming tonight,” he said. “If you’re not here. If you are here, you 
disturb them. As soon as you leave the room, a flower grows from the floor.”

I went back to the window. I stated in surprise that the boat apparently 
hadn’t sunk the day before. I think it was the same one, although this 
time it wasn’t below the horizon, attached to the side of the globe, but 
just before the horizon. It was closer. I looked at the patient again. I froze. 
I saw in him something I’d never seen before. A hint of irony in his 
distinguished features.

I wish everyone would die. Everyone bothers me.
I want to write a story in which I am a nurse in an isolated sanatorium 

on the sea shore. When my shift is over and I lock the door of my service 
flat, I strip naked, nobody would ever guess I don’t wear knickers at work. 
As a writer I can’t stand those self-assured young bitches who don’t even 
know how to blush, so I prefer to be an older woman, with arms as strong 
as posts, with hardened skin, riddled with fat bulges. I pull black nylon 
tights over the calloused skin on my feet, a long cracked nail (there is 
always one on my foot, and not only on the nurse’s foot, I, the writer, add) 
sets off a ladder on the tights. Once a month I leave the sanatorium to 
top up my supplies. I also go somewhere else on my days out, but I won’t 
divulge where I go even to my own thoughts. This is my private life. My 
private life is this sanatorium. I am not writing this text, this text is just 
evolving inside my head. How to record it if it’s moving at such breakneck 
speed, how to record it so that it can be reproduced anytime by anyone?

Next I put on a black ball-gown, let my hair down and brush it. The 
stitches on the back and shoulders of the dress are undone so I can slip 
into it easily. The back of the dwess (I forgot to mention: I have a speech 
defect and can’t roll my ‘r’s) isn’t actually there, I just see my front in the 
mirror. I light some candles but before I do so, I draw all the curtains, of 
course. I don’t have a shower until the morning, I like the smell of the day 
shift on me as I wear my ball-gown. I have to get up early in the morning, 
take a shower and then start shoving enemas into old bums. I rouse them 
from their sleep at seven in the morning and give them the Scotch hose. 
They’re funny, these old bald men, the way they snuggle up to the cold wet 
wall, holding their hands over their shrivelled genitals for fear they might 
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get torn apart by the sharp jet of water. Sometimes in the changing room 
I give them a thrashing with the wet hose. Their squeals bounce off the 
wet tiles. Dressed in my ball-gown I lie down in a coffin placed next to my 
small fridge.

I watched the furrowed, cracked surface of the earth. In the field the 
soil had been washed away and at the end of a furrow the earth was slowly 
flowing onto the road. Only then did I realise I was looking at a map. The 
cracks in the soil were symbols. Mist appeared to rise from the cracks. 
Gently, it brushed against the yellowed clumps of hard grass. The white 
rockery marked the spot. I followed the muddy river stream, the road 
spluttering as it sucked in my feet. The cold stream of water rocked 
the flimsily anchored boat. It was knocking against a half-broken little 
pontoon to which it was chained. I reached for my pocket-watch chain: 
there was still time. The river was seeping into the ground. I turned to 
walk along some parched, stunted growth, just as the map instructed.

In a clearing there stood a villa, its windows boarded up. It was two 
storeys high, wider than IT WAS TALL: a series of farm buildings was 
attached to its side. The mist was carving off bits of their outline. Parts of 
the villa were gradually disappearing into the forest. A mighty oak grew 
directly out of a window. On the left a faux turret jutted out of the villa.

I am approaching the cracked door. Something about it seems familiar. 
The wood is chipped. The boards have parted in one place: through the 
gap the inside of the villa is seeping out. Yes. The door’s texture: its cracks 
and splinters. The cracks in the wood of the door form the same map as the 
soil in the field. My hand is on the doorhandle. As I ease the door open, the 
bedding is suffused with light. The patient is lying strangely twisted, on top 
of the bedding. I know that he’s been strapped to the bed, and the straps 
are under the bedding, so how could… Only then do I click. He winces in 
the piercing beam of my torch. “What are you doing, doctor?” I exclaimed.

• Published by  
Vlna, Bratislava, 2015
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Michal Havran studied classics and English 
language and literature at the Comenius University 
in Bratislava, protestant theology in Strasbourg 
and political theology at the École pratique des 
hautes études in Paris. He is a leading public 
intellectual, journalist, the moderator of the TV 
talkshow Dinner with Havran. He is a co-author 
of the novel Kandidát (The Candidate, 2013), as 
well as the film script based on it, author of the 
collection of essays and columns for the daily 
SME Besnota (Foaming at the Mouth, 2015) and 
novel Analfabet (God is Illiterate, 2016). •
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Michal  
Havran 
God is 
Illiterate
Extract translated by John Minahane •

How are book depositaries connected with heroin? 
Why have descendants of Balkan conjurors and 
operators of magic mirrors appeared in Bratislava? 
In this debut novel by a well-known journalist 
readers make their way, through a story about 
a mysterious manuscript, into hidden, magical 
spaces of Bratislava, though the 1990s realia of 
the city may equally well be recognised there. 
Nominated for the final of the Anasoft Litera 
Award 2016, the book has been described by Slovak 
literary critics as “a frenetic generational novel, 
and a lament for a vanishing and condemned city”, 
and indeed as a “Bildungsroman” of Bratislava. 
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1987 was the first time that Soviet media carried graphic accounts of 
murders. A series of taxi drivers had been murdered in Vilnius. The 
perpetrator would hail a taxi outside the city’s main railway station, get 
the cabbie to drive him to the woods on the outskirts of town, and smash 
his head with a rock. He would drag the body out of the cab and bundle it 
into a car he had parked there earlier, and drive it to his lakeside datscha. 
After seven cabbies had disappeared and the police still had no clue as to 
who was responsible, they contacted the Institute of Forensic Psychology 
in Moscow who referred them to Dworkin in Petersburg, and put them 
through to him straight away. Sergei Ivanovich Dworkin packed his bag 
– he was sent to Vilnius for about a week to help draw up the murderer’s 
profile – and hired a cab to take him to the railway station rather than the 
airport.

“I arrived in Vilnius on a Friday night. I walked out of the station 
where a police car was supposed to be waiting, but there was no one to 
meet me. I went back into the station and searched my pockets for the 
phone number of the investigating officer but found only the address of 
the hotel booked for me. I’d been to Vilnius a few times before. I used to 
visit with my wife: for us it was almost like a trip to Europe. Whenever 
we had a sudden craving for Vienna or Prague we’d head for Vilnius. The 
Soviet regime was more bearable there, and under Gorbachev it was 
barely noticeable. My wife once said she wouldn’t mind staying in the 
north for good but Vilnius had no good theatres or opera, even if it did 
have European street life, with people sitting outside despite the cold. 
This was the first time I saw cafés with heated patios where people hung 
out without shame or regret during working hours while all of Donetsk, 
Zaporizhia and the North Caucasus was busy constructing a communist 
fiction.”

Dworkin poured his visitors another cup of tea, passed around a saucer 
with some varenye fruit jam, and continued. “Do put some varenye in your 
tea. During the war Russians would clench a sugar cube between their 
teeth and drink their tea through it, but varenye tastes better. Well, to go 
on with my story, I came back,” he declared, like a three-times divorced 
man who feels compelled to share with his latest mistress, as with all his 
previous ones, the same story of how his wife had left him, how she’d set 
their children and her parents against him, yet he was determined to put 
an end to the lies and come clean to assure his new love that in spite of all 
these disappointments he didn’t feel sorry for himself and still believed he 
could stay in love for more than three months without being driven solely 
by curiosity. “And since I couldn’t find a taxi outside the station I decided 
to walk to the hotel. I checked in and at the reception was handed some 
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press cuttings relating to my case, which the investigating officer had left 
for me along with part of the case file and some photos. 

“Here’s what it looked like,” Dworkin said as he reached for the remote 
of a small TV set. He found a video cassette covered with handwriting in 
a cupboard and slotted it into the VCR. When he got to the Vilnius state 
television footage of the first victims he pressed pause, zooming in on the 
cuts on the bodies. The visitors took a closer look. The bodies were clean 
and laid out on a butcher’s block. “In this datscha I mentioned,” Dworkin 
went on, spooning up some varenye, “my patient had set up a room for 
draining blood from the bodies. He would hang the cab drivers head 
down, still alive, as the autopsy showed, and let them haemorrhage to 
death. The blood would drain from the bodies through ten incisions into 
which he had inserted cannulae, and flow into the kind of pot Latvians 
use for making jam, not like this one here, this is quality varenye, but 
rough jam made of larger fruit like plums or apricots, the kind you have 
to stir for a long time to make it thicken up. But I didn’t know that, the 
file contained only a photo taken at the scene, the video was shot later, 
after the datscha was discovered. In the evening I watched Polish TV and 
browsed through the articles. It surprised me that the coverage was more 
graphic than I was used to. The articles I read in Vilnius highlighted the 
unique, as it were, scale of the murders and I remember going to sleep 
encouraged because the approach taken by some of the papers was quite 
close to what we tried to do at my institute. 

“I spent only four days in Vilnius. The man was arrested the day after 
I arrived. By the following afternoon, when I went to the police station, 
ready to help with the profiling, it was all over. For them, that is. For me 
it was the most fascinating case of my career. The murderer was a young 
man, whose face, I realize now, I can’t recall. He’d been harassed and 
beaten by the police. When they let me see him, I didn’t know they’d 
tracked him to his forest lair. He was sitting on a chair, his hands strapped 
to rings clamped to the table, staring ahead. He’d been interrogated for 
hours before I was brought in. Since then I’ve listened to the tape twenty-
three times, and decided not to publish some of what I heard. 

“This patient was my first and only case of what we might call 
vampirism. He didn’t sleep in a coffin, of course, but he did consume 
his victims’ blood. He went about it systematically – the investigating 
officer later showed me the house where he’d set up his varenye lab. He’d 
drink some of the blood and store the rest in transfusion bags. He would 
incinerate the drained bodies in his back yard after chopping them up 
in a rough fashion. I was struck by how different his approach to blood 
had been. He took great care of it, keeping it at the correct temperature 
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even though he must have known it would go off as quickly as anything 
else living. If you’re familiar with the New Testament you’ll know that 
Jesus asked his followers to drink his blood so that they might have 
eternal life. It is a remarkable passage; back in my student days I studied 
the Christian attitude to ritual cannibalism but had no time to continue 
when we started to challenge the systematic use of electric shocks and 
treat heroine addiction in Central Asia,” digressed Dworkin, indulging his 
penchant for philosophising on his theme. 

“When I entered the interrogation room and the boy – because he 
was still a boy – told me that he had killed in order to get hold of his 
victims’ blood, I was reminded that many years before I’d made some 
notes on the subject. They might be a bit out of date now but back then 
my file contained all the information available. I found studies exploring 
Christian symbolic cannibalism; in the mid-1970s there was an armed 
prophet somewhere in Nigeria who actually made his followers drink 
his own blood and once in a while, presumably on high days and holy 
days,” Dworkin chuckled, “he would even feed them bits of flesh he had 
cut out of his thigh. The sect of Faithful Memory ceased to exist when 
its leader contracted hepatitis. The remaining members were shot dead 
by a revolutionary army. Sharing his blood induced a trance in them but 
I believe that in actual fact he spiked it with a mixture of herbs. 

• Published by 
Marenčin PT, 
Bratislava, 2016
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Studied culturology and the theory of interactive 
media. He engages in various forms of experimental 
music, which he reflects on from the position 
of a curator, public affairs commentator and 
theoretician. He directs the small recording 
label mappa editions and organizes various 
art festivals. The novella Novoročný výstup 
na Jaseninu (New Year Ascent of Jasenina 
Hill, 2016) is his prose-writing debut. •
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Jakub Juhás 
New Year 
Ascent of 
Jasenina 
Hill
Extract translated by Jonathan Gresty •

Through Horné Fafáky, Sebedina, Sedlo, Prieraz, 
Šutova jama and Brložno. A topographical account 
of covered-up episodes from a barren valley in the 
south of Slovakia, a spiritual and biological analysis: 
immobility, indifference and annihilating earthiness, 
observed and listened to from shooting stands and 
watchtowers during the late autumn and incipient 
winter. This interesting conceptual prose piece, with 
its motto “dedicated to my grandfather”, was one of 
ten finalists of the Anasoft Litera Award in 2017.
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The Red Trail from Krtiny

It was neither too far from nor too close to the village when the rumours 
of a stray dog were first confirmed beyond doubt. Until then the rumours 
had been doubted because if any of the villagers had seen such a dog 
resting in a comfortable position between the trunks of the thick wood, 
they had preferred not to mention it and gradually forgot about those 
eyes shining in the half-light of the conifers and about the steam rising 
from its warm body until the whole scene disappeared from their minds 
altogether. And yet they never completely forgot because fate had other 
plans with that dog and so the meetings kept happening on countless 
occasions. One day it would be near the weir on the muddy lane; at other 
times by the open gate to the glass works. Lonely hunters noticed the 
dog from their lookout points, guarding the valley below the dam. As did 
mushroom pickers and other such people picking berries high up in the 
hills close to the invisible boundaries dividing one village from another. 
It was also possible to meet the dog in the streets of the village. For the 
local people, that was the most terrible place to meet for not only did 
they have problems carrying their own heavy bodies from one point to 
another but having to change their course to accommodate the dog’s 
resting state added extra difficulties. The calm appearance of the dog 
troubled them more than anything: he was always in a state of repose but 
seemed attentive, knowing and yet silent at the same time. No-one ever 
saw the dog moving from one place to another, burying his paws in the 
snow or dipping them into the puddles in the holes in the road. There 
were times when the locals were on the point of discussing the issue of 
the dog but none of the witnesses knew where to start, how to name and 
describe the dog to those who had seen it but apparently forgotten such 
a dog existed. It was no ordinary dog – it deserved a point of reference 
which would differentiate it from all the other village dogs marked out 
by their function or their breed. There were a few pointers in the village, 
commonly used for hunting. There was a guard dog at almost every other 
gate and their nocturnal barking would arouse a vague fear in the rooms 
of their owners. But this particular dog had no one distinguishing feature 
which it could be named after. They called it the Black Dog, Sitting Dog, 
Lying Dog, Thinking Dog, Strange Dog, the Dark, Watchful, Shaggy, Forest 
Dog. It appeared in these different guises in the dreams of the villagers 
but there was nothing definite about it. The dog was always on the tip of 
their tongue or in the flowing memory of those regions close to the tip.

The breakthrough came thirteen days before Christmas Eve when 
several of the villagers saw the dog with their own eyes and then told any 
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chance passers-by, next-door neighbours or just ‘neighbours’, that the dog 
occupying the piece of land apparently belonging to no-one, was today 
sitting in an overgrown garden eating bones chopped up by human hands 
and placed in a rusty old pot dark red in colour. Their fear of his dark eyes 
soon disappeared thanks to the wire fencing around him. Who could fear 
a dog cowering behind a fence? Fences had always put people’s minds at 
rest. What was meant to stay inside stayed inside and whoever wanted to 
know what was on the other side only had to look between the posts or 
the mesh to see the secrets of the gardens they were only allowed to look 
at and admire. The eye could see as far as the end of the garden so there 
was no reason to touch that space with one’s hands or feet. One afternoon 
was enough for the dog to disappear between a pile of sentences out of the 
life of the village forever. And if he had not completely disappeared, the 
feeling of satisfaction at least pushed him into the overcrowded depths of 
their subconscious.

The morning after that evening sighting of the dog marked the fastest 
ever awakening from the shortest ever state of blissful ignorance in the 
village’s long history of rises, hibernations and falls.

Haranza stood in the field not far behind his house, his dark-green 
socks absorbing water from the soil and a tear rolling down his face while 
his eyes struggled to understand and believe what they were seeing. Since 
the moment when he had switched off with his right hand his horrible-
sounding alarm clock, showing the numbers ‘5’ on the left and ‘45’ on the 
right, everything had indicated that today would be one of those when his 
work went well, nothing would fall on the ground, his shoelaces would 
not come undone, his hands and tongue would work together in harmony 
and the old frailties of his body would go on sleeping peacefully beneath 
his layers of winter clothing. His breakfast had been ready in its normal 
place, there was no skin on the milk and his four slices of bread were 
evenly spread with butter and plum jam. There were no holes in the bread 
through which he could see the pattern of his wedding porcelain. No 
mouthfuls of food got stuck in his throat, his milk slipped down smoothly, 
the pit of his stomach gradually revived and the feeling of emptiness soon 
disappeared. A gentle mist coated the windows, hiding the top of the 
cherry tree which marked the very centre of the garden.

Haranza had taken three white eggs from the chicken coop, a record 
for that month (given the number of hens). He cleaned the eggs with his 
hands, put them into the pocket of the ragged old army jacket he was 
wearing and let the hens out onto the compost heap, bound by the walls of 
the garage at one end and the neighbour’s fence at another. He had then 
gone back to the kitchen, put the eggs in a basket and written the number 
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three into the box for that day on the wall calendar he had depicting the 
apostles. Above the chessboard of days and religious festivals, the apostle 
Simon – Simon the Zealot, as he was called – fixed his omniscient gaze 
on Haranza. He was dressed in a dark habit, was holding a thick book in 
his right hand and in his left a long saw, pointing downwards like the long 
strings of beads hanging from the ceiling and concealing Haranzová and 
her fridge. 

Haranza’s wife had bought the wall calendar after long deliberation. 
She had preferred it to a plain, unillustrated calendar even though she had 
liked whiteness and orderliness since her early childhood; somehow the 
sight of those twelve apostles had affected her in some strange way, giving 
her a kind of excitement and uncertainty she never felt in the village. She 
could not feel such emotions behind her closed shutters, least of all in her 
bedroom at the end of the day when Haranza and Haranzová lay in bed, 
the space between their mattresses forming a barrier which sometimes he 
might want to cross and at other times she might want to. But never did 
their desires coincide and eventually they reached the point when they 
had grown used to looking at the other’s rising and falling back – an image 
and a reflection at the same time. 

The apostles fixed their gaze on her evasive eyes. She could lower her 
sight, take a step to the left, bend down or stand on tiptoes but not for 
a moment did Jacob, Bartholomew or Judas avert their gaze but instead 
went on piercing her reddening face with their eyes, sometimes with 
a hard, other times with a kind-hearted expression depending on what 
month it was. She hung up the calendar in the kitchen in a place from 
where the apostles could follow her every movement, observe all her good 
and bad deeds and guard her secrets and moments of fulfilment. And so 
Haranzová looked forward to making breakfast for her husband every 
morning, a person she was joined to not only by surname but also by a last 
pulsating thread of life which was not defined by space. She had long since 
got to know her husband’s movements and kept out of his way without 
difficulty. But time – the ticking of the clock above the oven – reached 
their ears with total synchronicity. 

Haranza showed the same interest in the calendar and morning and 
evening would check the folds in the apostles’ clothes to see that no 
changes had occurred since he had last looked. Today he was relieved 
to notice no changes and wrote in the number three with the firm hand 
of a model farmer. As well as their surname and limited time on this 
planet, Haranza and his wife shared what was both an object of interest 
and an eternal riddle at the same time. But they never met in front of the 
calendar.
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Haranza went down a short flight of steps to the cellar where he had 
a bottle with a thick brownish content. At first sight it looked as if he 
was holding some liquid that had been congealing for years or some oily 
mass of slowly decomposing entrails. It was actually food for his bees, 
something to get them through winter: litres of sickly-sweet syrupy 
water. As Haranza went out through the backdoor into the garden, 
Haranzová went into the kitchen, put the kettle on the hob and looked 
at the calendar out of the corner of her eye to check everything was all 
right. Simon the Zealot’s eyes were benevolent and kind. Outside the 
door, under the plastic roofing, Haranza was pushing his feet into some 
old leather shoes with flattened heels as if they were slip-ons. The reason 
was simple – he did not feel like bending down to the ‘cursed earth’ (as 
he called it) in which it was almost impossible to grow vegetables with 
annual regularity. Some of his crops would disappear for years before 
reappearing in unlikely corners of the garden or even right in the middle, 
thus forming together with the cherry tree a lonely oasis among all the 
weeds, couchgrass and various other grasses. Putting on his shoes in the 
proper manner would not have helped much anyway since his son had 
given him one of his old pairs and he had inherited the feet of his mother, 
which meant that despite the misshapen and battered nature of the shoes, 
they were still too small for Haranza. They left a mark in the thin layer of 
snow which looked like no other in the world. Behind the trampled soles 
of the shoe were melted circles of snow left by the underside of Haranza’s 
heels. It was enough for him to take just a few steps and his whole feet 
were soaked through. He then took dozens more steps but it was not 
destined to be his day. 

Halfway between his house and the beehives, in the place where 
a panoramic view of the fields suddenly opened and stretched out to the 
first beeches and hornbeams, stripped of all leaves at this time of year, he 
could see that the destruction had long been done.

There was no trace of the red construction trailer he had made into an 
apiary. There was no buzzing, no hissing, no sizzling or any other hellish 
sounds suggestive of fire and flames. It must have burned down in the 
middle of the night and all that he could now see was its metal frame. 
The bitter air was impregnated with such a silence, it engulfed not just 
the village side streets, its square, its bridge and its football pitch but 
extended into the hills beyond .Haranza slumped to the ground and was 
overcome by tears, which soon dripped into the same earth where the 
burial ground of his family of bees now lay. With misty eyes he looked 
through his fingers at the devastation to rule out the possibility of some 
demonic tricks of the light deceiving him. Only now he noticed that right 
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opposite him, beyond the black circle of scorched earth in a patch of 
melting snow, lay the dog, its eyes fixed on the burnt out skeleton of the 
old caravan. Haranza again closed his fingers and a chill passed through 
his body. His feet were soaked through, his whole body was shivering and 
he was thinking about the changing folds of the apostles’ habits, about 
the darkness which they absorbed and about the secret recesses in those 
folds. It was the twelfth month of the year, just before Christmas.

Haranzová squinted at St Simon the Zealot. Simon – or Simeon, 
a Greek name meaning ‘he who listens’ 

News about the twenty-two burned out beehives was soon in the local 
press. At that time, information was appearing in scientific magazines 
about the sixth mass extinction of species on our planet. The subheading 
of one article read: Vertebrates are disappearing 114 times more quickly 
than usual. Pollination by bees may disappear within the course of three 
human generations.

• Published by  
Rubato,  
Prague, 2016
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Currently a doctoral student at the Academy of 
Performing Arts in Bratislava. He has worked 
in the organization of a number of film and 
literary festivals; he is an editor of the journal of 
contemporary art and culture Vlna and organiser 
of the Medziriadky literary project, under which 
heading he also prepares regular readings by 
authors. He publishes poems, critical pieces and 
texts on films and books in magazines and on 
radio at home and abroad. His book debut is the 
collection of poems Antimita (Antimacy, 2016). •
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Michal  
Tallo 
Antimacy
Extract translated by John Minahane •

The debut collection Antimacy is distinguished by 
collage procedures and an anaesthetic mutedness 
of emotion and physical suffering. Tallo’s writing 
creates mental, architectural and technicist 
landscapes. The lyrical subject seems to be sitting 
in a dark, impenetrable night, illuminated only by 
the glow of a computer. Apathetically he follows 
the slowly moving progress bars of torrents in 
thoughts, plunged deep into a traumatising past. 
Tallo’s poems are reminiscent of announcements 
on the functioning of a machine, which report 
on the automatic processes in progress there. 
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b. 

eventually you’ll meet him anyhow, walking the opposite way through his 
town,

you’re hurrying to the station, off, back home, after six days
of unannounced stay, you didn’t know whether to admit
to the need to declare
yourself, the desire to see and be seen,
eventually you’ll meet him anyhow, appearing the same as a year ago,
he’ll look at you and there’s nothing
in that, a reflection of a shiny advertising panel,
he won’t slow down or speed up, and you also will not, 
and also there’s nothing in that, you know only
that he sees you,
that he knows
you see him

contactless

interactions on a daily basis
apparently identical (in the text)
you’re writing
to him what you’re writing to him, you feel moved (in the text)
as before, standardised
interjections, standardised reference
to those same details, nose, mouth, hair, voice and posture,
the practised
textual form

you create
a sentence in expectation of a question:

I don’t remember the details of what I’m saying,
this week I’m still here, but I don’t know if I’ll have time,
next week I’m going away,
some time after maybe I shall be here,
but I don’t know if I’ll
have time
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nausea

your view is broad, you have certainty in majority opinion, you need make
no surveys, the physical features are tangible, and hence
objectively measurable, leanness, hairiness of limbs,
length of fingers, set of the lower jaw, and curve of the brow ridge,
and with these compare the atopic eczema carried on into adulthood,
that man
furthermore came and stated something else, did not agree, he cannot be 

right,
his perception is twisted and disturbed, it departs from the norm,
he would touch you,
in your version vis-à-vis touching (you) there is universal
and on request documentable in detail
disgust

urban zone, ethic

greeting:
you no longer know whether that buzz is a lawnmower, sounds here are 

merging
more than usually, now when you’re resolved not to alter
your own occurrence, you observe how an urban provenance
is moulded into the construction of this garden,
plants, brought from a tower block to free ground, stand
in flowerpot dimensions, growth only to height, excluding expansion,
insects around, modified habits of diet, anonymity vanished
with the storeys:
distinctly you hear, the man opposite greets you for the first time, 

opportunity to rise,
to pronounce your own name, exchange it for another; quickly you reckon 

the trajectory
of lifted eyes, after all that you’d need to fly away:
you’re disquieted, you remain mute with awareness that in a community
of these dimensions, not returning a greeting is the first opinion-forming
factor
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lymph

that bone (self to self you call the protuberance a bone) over the neck
wasn’t there before, you know that, for a month you’ve been feeling 

environs 
jaw, ears, the sensitive spots over shoulders,
you aren’t sure what should not be here and what should:
to a dry cough you ascribe more than one meaning,
you’re reading up on twelve different versions
of how to proceed if it doesn’t stop bothering you 

since he left, you’ve been freeing a place in memory; it was there for times
of departures and arrivals in both directions,
addresses in three different states
and excessively long numbers beneath them

you’re beginning to observe:

filtration proceeds gradually, it encloses
heterogeneity within circles
and by gradual reduction carries it away:
with fear of the sense of touch, but in the majority of cases
almost painlessly

to reckon with absence

here and there a worry about video transmission
an announcement within a square will suddenly warn you – the speed
of connection of some one of you is insufficient for
speech quality it is recommended to switch off the video
and leave only the sound, you would gladly
obey, but
the announcement is not in the language of your
my
or its guest-appearing country
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motion

liquid won’t cool as a whole,
from the surface downward it loses heat,
if it’s standing, it isn’t moved
by lower currents, wind, creatures, organisms,
it is isolated
from interventions
and gradually settles
to a stiff aggregation

he:
if he doesn’t mix in time, he’ll lose access

forfeiture by silence

as always, here too the space deepens the sound,
one learns – we have a more fluent perception of phases of motion 
thanks to the music / the soundtrack,
and we mask disconnectedness −
he repeats the formula
and applies it always all through the journey here
and directly on the spot
he takes no heed of its original meaning
ascribed to a two-dimensional image

for years
he has perfected instructions with new knowledge
from this field

even today
he approaches you absent-mindedly
and faultlessly
lies
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reinterpretation a.

as a first step
we guess the orientation
on the basis of an overall impression.
we can explain
the manifestations in a number of ways,
but to undertake a journey
at least half of them must tell
in our favour.
he conducts speech, by which repeatedly 
we are brought to our own name,
in the first person.
he facilitates an atmosphere of confession
with a suitably chosen hour of night.

we get dressed more or less immediately. and we reach
the place at the same time.

to listen to the verdict:
annul what’s comprehended, acknowledge possible typo, ossify, adjust 
and write under the line:
notes on a stagnating
height above sea-level.

• Published by 
drewo a srd, 
Bratislava, 2016
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Charles Sabatos
The Slovak Kafka: 
On Balla’s “In the 
Name of the Father”
Los Angeles Review of Books

LONG OVERSHADOWED by Czech literature, its partner from the 
former Czechoslovak republic, Slovak literature has rarely been available 
in translation, to say nothing of making an impact on international 
readers. Almost 25 years after Slovakia attained independence as 
a state, however, its writers are finally appearing on the global scene, 
with at least three new English translations, including a comprehensive 
contemporary anthology, published in the last few months alone. Of 
these, perhaps the most significant is In the Name of the Father, by the 
award-winning postmodernist Balla, which has just been released by the 
United Kingdom–based Jantar Publishing. Its translator, Julia Sherwood, 
who works in collaboration with her husband Peter, has been almost 
singlehandedly responsible for the recent emergence of Slovak literature 
from near-total obscurity. This beautifully produced volume, containing 
the title novella and three short stories, gives a useful introduction to 
a writer who epitomizes the generation that came of age during the period 
of post-communist transition. Jantar’s edition is enhanced by two critical 
pieces: a brief preface by the Hungarian writer Gábor Németh titled 
“How to Read Balla,” and a substantial (but not onerously theoretical) 
afterword by the Slovak scholar Marta Součková, which helps anchor 
Balla’s work in its Central European and national contexts.

Slovak critics have often compared Balla (who does not use his first 
name, Vladimír, in his literary work) to Kafka. While this seems to be the 
default comparison for much of Central European fiction, it is justified 
in Balla’s case not only by his absurdist edge but also by his bureaucratic 
career. Balla’s native town of Nové Zámky in southern Slovakia hardly 
seems a rival to Kafka’s mystical Prague, yet with its substantial 
Hungarian minority, it is one of the most ethnically diverse corners of the 
former Czechoslovakia. It has also produced some of the more interesting 
writers in contemporary Slovak literature, including Peter Macsovszky, 
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who won the most recent Anasoft Litera Award, Slovakia’s leading literary 
award, for his novel Tantalópolis. Balla won the prize four years earlier, 
in 2012, for the novella In the Name of the Father (V mene otca), which 
epitomizes his particular form of Central European postmodernism. 
The self-enclosed nature of his texts, beginning with his first book of 
short stories, Leptokaria (1996), is heightened by his frequent use of 
intertextuality. He frequently uses autobiographical protagonists who 
are trapped in their existential isolation and unable to communicate 
with an absurd outside world, as reflected in the title of his second 
book, Outsiders (Outsideria, 1997). Along with Kafka, another point of 
reference may be Gabriel García Márquez, since the banality of his small-
town setting sometimes gives way to bursts of what can only be described 
as magical realism. Yet his deconstruction of current reality reflects the 
specific experience of post-communist Central Europe, in which many 
long-standing assumptions were broken apart, including the elevated role 
of the writer in socialist societies.

The age of national revivals in the 19th century, which ironically used 
German philosophical models to break free of Austrian-Germanic cultural 
domination, gave Central and East European writers pride of place in their 
societies. Before the existence of independent states, national identity 
was rooted in language, which was naturally protected and nurtured by 
the writer, and this relationship is reflected in the number of streets, 
squares, and even towns named after literary figures across the region. 
This tradition was preserved, mutatis mutandis, during the communist 
period. One appeal of the socialist system, along with the financial 
rewards granted to those who supported it, was the idea of the writer as 
the “engineer of human souls,” still playing the nation-building role but 
now in the service of communist ideology. Many writers thus embraced 
the Soviet-dominated regimes that followed World War II, including the 
Stalinist excesses of the early 1950s. Even those who became disenchanted 
with communism (in the case of Czechoslovakia, especially after the 
suppression of the 1968 Prague Spring reforms) served the nation through 
their dissident activity, opposing the regime that in some cases had richly 
rewarded them in the past and calling for a rapprochement with the West. 
But the lofty role of the writer, along with the moral compromises and 
risks it entailed, came tumbling down after the revolutions of 1989 that 
reopened the communist “Eastern Bloc” to the West. Without official state 
support and the shared excitement of smuggling hidden messages past 
the censors, literature lost much of its radical appeal (and readership) in 
post-socialist Central Europe. The generation of Slovak writers who came 
of age in the last decade of the 20th century, which includes Balla, was the 
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first that could truly pursue “art for art’s sake,” free of political or social 
demands, but in an atmosphere of aggressive materialism, it remains an 
open question whether literature retains any role at all.

This loss of social significance found its symbolic expression in an 
obsession with sexual impotence, which became such a prevalent theme 
among young Slovak writers in the 1990s that the British doyen of Slovak 
studies, Robert Pynsent, ironically dubbed them the “Genitalists,” 
a group he characterized through their “ironization of male genitalia 
and an explicit concern in their fiction with modern Theory, especially 
French varieties.” While the Genitalist label was never fully embraced 
by Slovak critics, Rajendra Chitnis also employs it in his book Literature 
in Post-Communist Russia and Eastern Europe, which includes what 
is probably the best analysis of Balla available to the English reader. 
According to Chitnis, Balla’s Leptokaria “transforms sexual impotence 
from a condition of weakness into an ideal state for the writer, the endless 
promise of creation that is never fully realized.” Thus it is not surprising 
that in the opening scene of In the Name of the Father, the narrator (then 
20) finds himself in a doctor’s office “with my tool hanging down and 
my balls in the doctor’s hands.” The examining physician orders him, 
“Don’t ever procreate because you will father a predator.” Much of the 
subsequent story describes the narrator’s dysfunctional relationship with 
his wife and his two sons, for which he takes little blame (“perhaps it’s my 
sons who are not suitable as sons”).

The ethnically mixed setting of Balla’s stories also reflects a historical 
issue whose ramifications continue into the present. As a nation with 
no independent kingdom in the past (unlike the Czechs, Poles, and 
Hungarians), Slovaks faced the existential struggle of defining themselves 
against linguistic and political assimilation on several fronts. Under 
Hungarian rule, minority ethnicities faced increasing suppression as 
national consciousness grew stronger. After 1918, when the Czechoslovak 
republic was established, conflicts shifted from the Hungarians to the 
Czechs, who expected loyalty from the Slovaks and often looked with 
condescension at the smaller nation’s desire for autonomy, which was 
finally achieved under morally fraught circumstances. Hitler’s occupation 
of the Czech lands allowed for the creation of a Slovak puppet state, whose 
leader was executed for Nazi collaboration after the war, but whose long-
repressed memory still inspires right-wing nationalists. In the postwar 
Eastern Bloc, these national tensions were superficially submerged 
beneath socialist brotherhood, only to reemerge after 1989, leading to 
the collapse of the Czecho-Slovak federation in 1993 and continuing 
conflicts with Hungary over language and citizenship issues. Thus, when 
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Balla’s characters address each other in Hungarian at the beginning of 
the novella, these phrases (which Sherwood’s translation keeps in the 
original) both reflect a social reality and challenge the cultural assumption 
that it is a betrayal for Slovaks to write in any language other than Slovak.

Slovakia, then, is a complicated homeland — and the central metaphor 
of In the Name of the Father is the bizarre house built by the narrator’s 
brother, whose sprawling underground labyrinth represents not only the 
family but the nation. As the narrator observes, “This town’s inhabitants 
had nothing in common with any kind of nation.” Most of the characters 
speak a mix of Slovak and Hungarian, which adds to the general confusion 
and alienation. The mysterious tunnels built by the narrator’s brother 
are meant to help the citizens cope with their insignificance: they are 
designed to create a sacred energy “to induce a very specific mood that 
would make the town’s populace realise that there was no point expecting 
any major change […] they would remain second-rate citizens of the 
border region of a second-rate country.” It is typical of Balla’s fictional 
world that a character would expend superhuman efforts and create 
a mystical force just to remind people of their inherent mediocrity. After 
the family moves into the house, the narrator’s wife insists on keeping 
the curtains closed so that no one can see inside — as a result, everyone 
is forced to live in darkness. Later he finds her digging into the concrete 
in the basement, and she confesses that she has planted the seeds of 
Yggdrasil, the sacred tree of Nordic myth. One of the narrator’s only 
friends, Mr. Labadaj, comes to see the tree and offers his erudite advice: 
“As long as mankind is divided into two sexes, war and natural selection 
will rage between them […] followed by coupling, by procreation of 
the winners, that is to say the losers of the future.” This nihilistic view 
of human reproduction is followed by one of Balla’s autobiographical 
allusions. Labadaj asks the narrator if he has heard of Baldur, “the most 
beautiful, purest and youngest of the Germanic gods. It could easily be 
you, don’t you think? A vestige of the god’s name in your surname suggests 
this.” This ironic contrast between the spiteful narrator and the sublime 
god with a vaguely similar name points to Balla himself — particularly 
toward the end of the story, when the narrator reveals that his younger 
son has become a writer.

The translation published by Jantar includes three stories from Balla’s 
previous collections: “Before the Breakup” (2005), “Spring is Coming” 
(2008), and “Contagion,” from the 1996 Leptokaria. The last of these 
stories echoes the theme of an unhomely house, but with a focus on 
friendship rather than family. The narrator inherits a house from his 
parents, then throws away the furniture, but has a feeling of dread about 
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staying there alone. He invites a passing friend to stay with him, despite 
the fact that their friendship has lost any positive value: “In fact, we hated 
each other, but come to think of it, is it really so strange for friends to 
hate each other?” They end up living together and spend their energy 
repeatedly redecorating and renovating the house. Yet the feeling that 
it is possessed by a mysterious contagion drives both the friend and, 
finally, the narrator to leave the city, and then to escape over the border. 
Another inexplicable threat appears in “Before the Breakup,” where 
a woman named Miša discovers something hiding behind the TV set while 
her husband Jano is away on an international business trip. Despite its 
underlying paranoia, this story has a somewhat lighter tone: when Miša’s 
friend suggests that she see a psychologist “for starters,” she responds 
indignantly: “It’s as big as a wardrobe and you’re calling this starters?” 
When Jano returns, he sees the threatening object too, but comments 
that “it made the living room even cozier than before.” Only later does 
Miša’s friend Soňa confirm that she and nearly everyone she knows has 
seen the same thing: “You’re no different from anyone else. How do you 
diagnose madness when everyone is mad?” The shortest of the stories, 
“Spring is Coming,” also features a female protagonist, who watches her 
husband drinking and thinks, “Who is this?” A mirror appears as a symbol 
for alienation; the character stares into it and asks the same question, 
answering herself: “Nobody.”

Balla’s fiction seems to offer little comfort to the reader, except for the 
grim pleasure of confronting reality in its true emptiness. Yet the author 
himself insists that his intention goes beyond the mere exploration 
of despair. In the new anthology Into the Spotlight (also translated by 
Julia Sherwood along with Magdalena Mullek), Balla comments: “I’ve 
been writing to appeal precisely to those people who share my strange 
perception of life, and this helps to create the kind of community that is 
able to survive in a world that feels quite alien to them.” It is in this search 
for meaning, hopeless though it may be, that Balla evokes the older, quasi-
sacred role of the writer in society. However, his community is not that of 
traditional religion or the nation (Slovak, Hungarian, or otherwise), but 
one of outsiders, misfits, and lonely souls who are unable to identify with 
these or any other categories — a group, he suggests, that is much larger 
than we might think.

• In the Name of the Father by Balla 
Jantar Publishing 2017

• The Dedalus Book of Slovak Literature (2015), 
Editor: Peter Karpinský, Dedalus Books
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Joseph Surtees
The Equestrienne 
by Uršuľa Kovalyk
Storgy Magazine (www.storgy.com)

The Equestrienne is an interesting, slightly odd, debut from Slovak 
author Uršuľa Kovalyk. It is published by Parthian in the UK, in an edition 
translated from the Slovak by Julia and Peter Sherwood.

More a novella than a novel, the book is a coming of age story, set 
against a backdrop of the fall of communism and the fracturing of 
the soviet block. It follows Karolina, living in a small town in eastern 
Czechoslovakia, as she negotiates her teenage years.

Karolina is a shy child, a socially awkward child. She has a difficult 
home life. Her father is absent, her mother is unhappy and trying to find 
happiness with alcohol and unsuitable men. At school Karolina is an 
outcast, certainly not popular, but not particularly clever either.

In order to escape her difficulties Karolina spends more and more time 
at the local riding school. She feels a connection to the horses. Whilst at 
the riding school she meets Romana, a kindred spirit similarly excluded 
from mainstream life, and Matilda, an older woman who determines to 
train the two younger girls in horse riding.

What Kovalyk does well in The Equestrienne is create a sympathetic, 
engaging central character in Karolina. She is sweet, confused and kind 
and the reader feels a genuine connection with her. The two other central 
characters are well sketched as well, and it’s obvious Kovalyk has a talent 
for writing well-rounded women without extraneous detail. This skill is 
aided with a solid, direct style, although at times you get the sense that the 
translation process may have done the writer a disservice, with phrases 
that seem a little clunky.

For readers who did not grow up in eastern Europe during the 
communist and post-communist era, The Equestrienne also seems to 
present a powerful view of what it must have been like to live during the 
liminal period between the two. Karolina’s inner struggles are translated 
externally in the odd dislocation of the time. The author emphasises 
the undoubted strangeness of the period with a nod, at places, towards 
magical realism, throwing in odd fantastical elements from time to time.
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Where The Equestrienne perhaps falls down is in pacing and structure.
The book is very short, only 80 pages. Whilst this is not a problem in 

itself, there are many brilliant shorter works, with The Equestrienne the 
short length doesn’t seem necessary. It appears to have forced the writer 
to play with pace to fit in everything she wishes to say, resulting in a novel 
that feels as if it speeds up and slows down randomly, in a way that leaves 
the text feeling disjointed and the reader disorientated at times.

In terms of structure, Kovalyk has decided to go with a circular 
approach. The book commences with the climax then reverses on itself, 
going backwards in time to show you the run-up to these concluding 
events. For me, this structure didn’t quite work. The event that opens the 
book (but closes the story) is so dramatic that it needs some context to 
fully appreciate, which of course it does not have until afterwards. And 
because the opening is also so much louder and more violent than the rest 
of the book, the subsequent pages couldn’t help but feel slightly deflating 
at points, which I assume was not the intention.

Despite this, there is certainly enough in The Equestrienne to make it 
an enjoyable read. In many ways it reminded me of The Tiger’s Wife by 
American writer Téa Obreht. Like that novel, it should particularly appeal 
to those who have an interest in the period or the geography in which the 
story is set.

• The Equestrienne by Uršuľa Kovalyk, Parthian Books 2016
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Duncan Lien
Into the Spotlight
Pennsylvania State University 

The translators of Into the Spotlight have set out to expand the body of 
contemporary Slovak fiction available in English, with a focus on the least-
translated of living writers. The volume is premised on the diversity of such 
authors, and this is reflected in terms of generation and gender as well as 
of style and form; readers will find both short stories and excerpts from 
novels. Indeed, the translators have taken a risk in that nearly half of the 
selections are excerpts. Their gamble certainly pays dividends, however, as 
these fragments stand alone as powerful character studies that also provide 
a glimpse into the style and intellectual world of the respective authors.

In staking a claim for Slovak writers on the center stage of world 
literature, Into the Spotlight demonstrates the global orientation of 
contemporary Slovak literature. Most striking in this regard are a pair of 
perplexing short stories set in Africa. Their author, Marek Vadas, draws on 
his experiences in equatorial Africa, acting as a cultural interpreter whose 
stated goal is to transmit the “African way of thinking.” Other selections 
that fit the rubric of “globalization” interrogate Slovakia’s transition to 
capitalism and probe the underside of European integration. ”The First 
Victory of Superstores,” by Michal Hvorecký, stands out as a ruthlessly 
satirical study of an architect-cum-marketing guru who has staked his 
reputation on building superstores in which shoppers can be seen “crying 
from happiness. They had understood they really could buy everything 
in this superstore, and they weren’t able to resist buying the displayed 
merchandise.”

Ultimately, the reader is left with a bittersweet knowledge that a large 
portion of these writers’ work will not appear in English translation. At 
the same the volume offers hope that we will be reading more from these 
and other translators of Slovak. And for the time being, Into the Spotlight 
offers no small consolation in its delightful array of human portraits from 
Central Europe.

• Into the Spotlight. New Writing from Slovakia (2017) 
Edited by Magdalena Mullek and Julia Sherwood. Translated by 
Magdalena Mullek, Julia Sherwood and Peter Sherwood 
Published by Three String Books
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Zuzana Slobodová
Into the Spotlight
Riveting Reviews 

The cover of this slender anthology says it all. It looks like an embroidered 
piece of naïve art: A boy and a girl in folksy attire sit under an apple tree. 
But look closer and you will notice a laptop on their knees. Slovakia, the 
illustrator Ivana Šáteková indicates, is not a rural idyll in the backwaters 
of the European Union. On the contrary, the country consciously scoffs at 
tradition and worships modernity.

And the point is proven by sixteen award-winning living Slovak 
authors, thoughtfully selected and seamlessly translated by US-
based Magdalena Mullek and UK-based Julia and Peter Sherwood. 
Postmodernism, magic realism and feminism rule the day. Lukáš Luk is 
the only one harking after old rural ways. Pavol Rankov is the only one 
to set his story back in Communism. The rest deal with the issues of the 
third millennium: ‘turbo-capitalism’ and the excessive consumerism of 
the post-communist society (Hvorecký); the exploitation of the Roma 
community by usurers (Staviarsky); housing shortages and the resulting 
plight of the unwanted elderly (Kompaníková). Or they go for the exotic: 
Marek Vadas, former advisor to the King of Nyenjei in Cameroon, comes 
up with a surrealistic tale inspired by African healers in which bodies and 
souls are swapped for medicinal benefit.

Seven out of the sixteen authors are women reflecting the male/female 
balance in current Slovak literature. As a result the book provides insight 
into Slovakia’s standing on the relationship between sexes.

Dušan Mitana, known for his wild escapades as well as for his exquisite 
narrative skills and humour, offers a wet-dream fantasy of sex with an 
unknown woman on a crowded tram. The besotted woman traces the 
protagonist down, announces their engagement, is eager to cook for him 
and even bears him a child (conceived on the tram) while he only wants 
to repeat their copulation and send her on her on her way. Interestingly, 
villains in the story are old crones – perhaps a dig at ageing woman.

Is Mitana serious in this story or is he sending up Slovak male 
chauvinism? Meanwhile, in his story, Hvorecký says that the shop 
assistant’s uniform in this part of Europe amounts to miniskirts and low-
cut blouses, and, in Staviarsky’s tale, a Roma father uses his daughter as 
a commodity to pay his debts.”
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No wonder that the female writers in this anthology speak in a united 
feminist voice: a woman’s life consists of being all day at somebody’s 
service, which leads to the abuse of anti-depressants and alcohol 
(Šikulová). Men are as lazy as lice, are scared shitless that a woman would 
ask them for anything tangible and are convinced that the only thing 
a woman expects from life is to have sex with them (Cigánová), while in 
reality women might lust after their cleaning ladies (Dobrakovová), and 
are perfectly able to have their emotional and physical needs satisfied 
in a lesbian affair (Beňová). Kovalyk goes as far as to attack a sacrosanct 
subject in this Catholic country with its Marian cult: motherhood. In her 
story, a young mother only finds respite from her stultifying routine by 
wandering the deserted streets at night and imagining body-awakening 
magical adventures – a far cry from Pavol Rankov’s story on a self-
sacrificing young Slovak mother.

But it is Balla (he uses only his surname), who will be most 
remembered for expressing the unspeakable. His protagonist, who 
is about to be jilted, oscillates between hatred, rage, humility and 
attempts to gain sympathy by clowning about and exposing himself to 
his girlfriend, as his exposed private parts would draw attention away 
from his general shapelessness, limpness and flabbiness, while his 
mind conjures up images of past humiliations meted out to him by the 
entire world. The accuracy and depth of Balla’s observation is almost 
too embarrassing to read. It’s no wonder that Balla has been dubbed ‘the 
Slovak Kafka’. In the Name of the Father and Other Stories (transl. Julia 
and Peter Sherwood), Balla’s first book to appear in English, came out in 
the UK in May with Jantar Publishing and was reviewed here by Rosie 
Goldsmith. Another Balla translation is now in the making. The best of 
Slovak contemporary literature is finally making headway in the English-
speaking world.

• Into the Spotlight. New Writing from Slovakia (2017) 
Edited by Magdalena Mullek and Julia Sherwood. Translated by 
Magdalena Mullek, Julia Sherwood and Peter Sherwood 
Published by Three String Books
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Michael Stein
Into the Spotlight
Body International Online Literary Journal (www.bodyliterature.com) 

Try to ask even a very well-read English-speaking literary type to name 
a Slovak writer and you will likely be met with a blank stare. “Well, Milan 
Kundera was from Czechoslovakia … does that count?”, they mumble 
hesitantly. Now Kundera, who is no more Slovak than your mumbling 
acquaintance, quite naturally doesn’t count, so you are back at the 
blankness of that stare, a void in a potentially fertile mind into which the 
anthology of Slovak fiction Into the Spotlight can be thrown like a seed or, 
better yet, a bomb.

The truth is, literary anthologies are often unsatisfying. No sooner 
do you find a writer you love then you turn a page or two and it’s all over. 
Then you suddenly find yourself in the midst of another writer whose 
work you merely like, mildly dislike or positively hate. It’s a tease. But 
what distinguishes this particular collection from the average run of 
anthologies is the sheer variety and newness of voices it gathers together.

It’s like being granted entry to a new world, not necessarily a country, 
least of all to Slovakia (if you want to go there buy a plane ticket!), but 
more like to a city, with each of the writers in this book like a variety of 
city street:

An excerpt from Pavol Rankov’s novel Mothers would be one of 
those long, dark winding streets in the Old Town. It tells the story of 
a pious Slovak woman imprisoned in the Soviet Gulag as her life is being 
researched by a young masters student. The stark and powerful work 
offers a unique perspective on one of the 20th century’s most horrific 
chapters.

Uršuľa Kovalyk’s short story “Night Circus” is similarly dark, yet 
exhilarating, erotic and surreal in a way that defies a literary parallel. 
A woman on a solitary nighttime walk on the outskirts of town finds 
herself the audience of one at a circus where tests of power and 
submission don’t play out as planned.

Monika Kompaníková’s “The Last Evening” is potentially the darkest 
story of all, with its three generations of a family packed together in 
a small apartment, unable to find the time, effort or ability to make 
contact with one another, to the point where the Pater familias, Viktor, is 
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ready to end it all. Kompaníková’s skill as a writer allows her to navigate 
Viktor away from his dead-end without any sentimentality or false hope.

Jana Beňová’s “A Body of Music”, on the other hand, would be a sunlit 
street of brightly colored houses, its fragmentary recounting of the love 
developing between two women in the Prague Symphony Orchestra 
is as light as the music that binds them together. In “The First Victory 
of the Superstores” it is the boulevards of mirrored glass that Michal 
Hvorecký evokes in his absurdist take on the coming of high capitalism to 
a former socialist country, while the excerpt from Pavel Vilikovský’s On 
the Left Bank of Memory looks at similar dynamics from a very different 
viewpoint in the mocking sketch of a wanna-be patron of the arts.

Other stories from writers such as Ivana Dobrakovová, Marek Vadas, 
Víťo Staviarsky, Peter Macsovszky and many others range from Slovakia 
to the Netherlands, Italy and the Central African Rainforest and tell tales 
of sex on public transportation, living with illness, and the misadventures 
of a Slovak Roma.

Into the Spotlight goes well beyond your typical anthology by 
providing excellent and brilliantly translated introductions to a wide 
range of Slovak writers, some of whom already have books available in 
English translation (Uršuľa Kovalyk, Pavel Vilikovský), others who have 
novels coming out very soon (Balla, Jana Beňová), and others who have 
translated manuscripts ready for publishers ready to get in on a source 
of some truly excellent contemporary writing that many more people 
should know about.

• Into the Spotlight. New Writing from Slovakia (2017) 
Edited and translated by Magdalena Mullek and Julia Sherwood 
Published by Three String Books
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And the Winner Is…
Anasoft Litera Award 2017
Text by Eva Tomkuliaková

The notable literary award Anasoft Litera, given in Slovakia to the 
best prose work published during the previous year, was established 
in 2006 by the NGO ars_litera. It bears the name of its general partner 
and sponsor, the Slovak IT company Anasoft. According to the statute, 
the five member jury, which changes every year and consists of literary 
theoreticians, critics and translators, considers all the prose Works 
(novels, novellas, collections of short stories) by Slovak authors published 
as the first edition in the previous year. By the end of March, 10 titles are 
selected for the short list and these titles and their authors are presented 
during the Anasoft Litera Festival in Bratislava and nearby cities, and also 
in libraries and bookstores all over Slovakia. The winner is selected in 
the second round, and announced in September at a gala with a live radio 
broadcast..

This year the jury has been considering 227 prose works.

The shortlisted works were:
Mlčky a krátko (Quietly and in Brief ) by Juraj Bindzár
Aksál (Evol) by Zuza Cigánová
Konvália (Lily of the Valley) by Denisa Fulmeková
Barabora, boch & katarzia (Barbora, Goad & Catharsis) by Ivana Gibová
Analfabet (God is Illiterate) by Michal Havran
Novoročný výstup na Jaseninu (New Year Ascent of Jasenina Hill) by 
Jakub Juhás
Trhlina (The Rupture) by Jozef Karika
Nedeľné šachy s Tisom (Sunday Chess with Tiso) by Silvester Lavrík
Rinaldova cesta (Rinaldo’s Journey) by Víťo Staviarsky
Som Paula (I’m Paula) by Ondrej Štefánik

And the winner is…

I’m Paula by Ondrej Štefánik
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